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The first time I broke bread with sax player Pete Cook was in
France at the Blue Monday festival halfway between Lyons and
Geneva, Switzerland when he was part of Si Cranstoun’s band.
Midway through the meal, Pete apologised profusely for failing to
remove his hat, and did so. I felt it was an ultra-polite move, but the
reason for the gesture has now been revealed in Pete’s first book,
Road Rat’s Tips, The Musician’s Guide to Keeping Comfortable,
Safe, Sane and Employed on the Road. (Gigster Publishing).
It is considered bad manners in France not to remove your chapeau
when dining, and this titfer tip is among dozens, nay hundreds, of
handy hints the self-described journeyman musician offers in this
useful tome.
Packed with common sense suggestions and held together with amusing stories of life on the road
it is essential reading for any musician, or indeed DJ, likely to tour.
In addition to his baritone work on the road and in the studio with Si Cranstoun, Laura B. and the
Moonlighters, Mike Sanchez, Jackson Sloan, his backing work with everyone from Lloyd Price to
Clarence “Frogman” Henry, he has been an integral part in the rise and rise of Irish chanteuse
Imelda May. And it is Imelda who writes the amusing introduction to this lively paperback.
By day, Pete has been Head of Jazz at the London College of Music for the best part of ten years,
and prior to that lectured in music at Brunel University for eight years.
It’s amazing that he finds time to schlep all over the world with his hat (sometimes) on his head and
his baritone sax stashed safely in the overhead locker in the cabin of a budget airline.
Just how a travelling musician is able to retain possession of his instrument on a plane rather than
have it slung in the hold is one of many subjects covered in detail in the book along with stage-wear,
health, cultural differences, road etiquette, stage safety, hotel arrangements, punctuality – in fact,
every aspect of a working, wandering musician’s life.
Like how to deal with “grippers”, the music obsessives who grab musicians by the upper arm when
they come off the stage and want to talk to them at length. His advice? Treat them politely, which is
typical of the sensible suggestions contained throughout.
The inspiration for the book was a lecture he gave his students about what was likely to happen to
them when they left the dry world of music theory and started displaying their skills to the paying
public.
He realised there was a gap in the market for a “How To” book and decided to share his 20 years’
experience with newbies on the road.
The layout of the book and the advice he gives is a joy. He relates the tip, puts it in context, illustrates
further with a relevant story, then summarises the main points at the end of each chapter. Easy to
use, simple to follow, making this the ideal travelling companion for any muso out gigging.
The mantra, oft repeated, is giving the best possible performance takes precedence over
everything. Yes, in italics.
His confidential writing style and rib-tickling anecdotes also make this a worthwhile read for anyone
NOT in the music industry, and I read it in one go, cover to cover. It’s that difficult to put down and
highly recommended.
JOHN HOWARD
Find out more at www.roadratstips.com
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Biffo the Bear says:

“Can’t have the Dandy
getting all the attention,
so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
Can you believe it, Christmas is almost upon us again? At the time of writing we are about to
approach the final week of November. By the time these words appear upon your screen for the first
time the festive season will be just a few weeks away, far closer for our paper readers. The great
thing about this time of year is it means that our annual show at the Borderline is getting closer; that
magical last Sunday in January when we celebrate our British Rock’n’Roll Heritage along with its
arguably most famous birthplace the 2is Coffee Bar.
If you heard yours truly on Dell Richardson’s Good Rockin' Tonight radio programme where I spent
three fun filled hours back on October 12th on Radio Caroline, you could hardly avoid hearing me
announce the news that an extra show will take place on 21st April.
If you have checked our website recently, again it would have been impossible
not to have seen our newsflash that, upon this date, Chas Hodges will have
his much admired Rock’n’Roll credentials on display. Returning will be the
Incredible Roy Young for the third time to tear up a TFTW stage.
Also returning by popular demand from all you loyal live
show attendees will be the man who took the stage into
orbit this past January, the man who has since become
such a good friend to us Woodies; I refer of course to
Kingsize Taylor. His former Domino, Bobby Thomson, will
be making his TFTW debut as will that rockin’ veteran from the
Liverpool scene, Karl Terry. Naturally the Tales From The Woods Houseband
with Alex Bland guesting on sax will be backing up all these wonderful performers.
It promises to be another wonderful show of which I am sure we can all be justifiably proud.
First of course we have the wonderful gig for January. Tickets, if we may remind you, are now on
sale; to claim your Woodie discount you need to contact us. For friends and colleagues whom may
yet have to become Woodies, you have the option to buy your tickets via us by cheque, PayPal or
good old traditional hard cash, or from the box office of Borderline venue at the advance price of
£22. Likewise from a long established west end
independent record shop, JB's Records. 36 Hanway
Street London W1, off Oxford Street, nearest tube
Tottenham Court Road
At present I still have a considerable number of Tales
From The Woods membership cards awaiting dispatch. A
polite reminder to all you loyal subscribers throughout the
UK and elsewhere around the Woodie globe; you need
the card to claim your reduction on all TFTW gigs and
merchandise along with other selected events where a
membership card can guarantee you a generous
reduction by other promotors who kindly offer such
benefits. TFTW Parties too; if a Woodie is throwing a
party, all who subscribe to this magazine are welcome but
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how we would know who you are if you arrived without a card, gate crasher or genuine fan of all
things roots music? So please email me with your home or work address, and I will get the card off
in the post to you as soon as time permits.

Roots Music Magazine & Promotions
Social Networking Group presents on
SUNDAY 27th JANUARY 2013

2is Reunion/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show
at

No 7

The Borderline

Manette Street, off Charing Cross Road, London W1D 4AR
nearest tube Tottenham Court Road/Leicester Square
Featuring

Cliff Bennett

making a rare London appearance along with his former Rebel
Rouser from 1957 onwards, Sid Phillips

Mike Berry
A much anticipated return to a London stage for this sixties HMV hit recorder

Vince Eager & The Memphis Tones
Returning by public demand this vintage fifties rocker from the 2is and TV Shows Oh
Boy & Drumbeat

beryl Marsden

Robb Shenton
This rocker’s return to a national stage
has certainly grabbed many a rave
review, making his much anticipated
London debut

Liverpool dynamite first lady of
Rock’n’Roll making her TFTW
Heritage show debut

Special Guest Wee

Willie Harris

This genuine 2is legend will once again be rockin' at the 2is in
celebration of being just days away from reaching 80 years young

The fabulous Tales From The Woods Houseband featuring Alex Bland on sax
Doors 5pm, live music from 5:15pm until 10:30pm
Tickets on the door

£25

in advance

£22

Woodies

£19

We have recently received the shocking and very sad news of the passing of one time guitarist of
the late Rick Hardy original fifties skiffle group, John D’Avensac, who in later years became even
better known as a guitar maker. John joined his former boss Rick along with top bass man Tex
Makin for what would sadly prove to be one final shindig at TFTW Skiffle 50 at London Water Rats
back in 2006. Reunited after many years it was truly an emotional experience for both John, Rick
and Tex as it was for much of the audience. John would become, throughout the next six years, a
loyal Woodie attending many of our shows in both central London and the atmospheric Empire
Theatre in Halstead, Essex, along with many gang meet ups and parties. It was from the latter that
I retain the abiding memory of John jiving energetically, smile firmly in place, dancing with his wife
of many years Jean at the 70th Birthday bash of British Rock’n’Roll singer and good friend of us all
here at TFTW, Danny Rivers, a little less than a year ago. In Issue 71 we shall be doing a full
obituary of John.
Like so many of you I was indeed very much looking forward to Linda Gail Lewis in company of the
Tales From The Woods Houseband along with special guest Dave Sampson which was all booked
for Sunday 4th November. Alas it was not to be. Despite very healthy ticket sales indicating that the
event would have a capacity audience, unlike the other two London gigs that were booked at
different stages after TFTW - The Half Moon, Putney four days after ours and later the preceding
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evening at the Blues Kitchen, Camden Town which by all accounts suggest it fell below attendance
expectation. To be forced into a cancellation less than a week before the gig was to say the least
deeply embarrassing for us. I would therefore like to apologise to all involved… fans, Woodies,
artists and musicians alike for the non-event. However it has to be said in our defence that this was
not so much a cancellation but an act of sabotage by person or persons unknown. My reason for
stating this is that every avenue that was suggested to us as a requirement for cancellation has,
after investigation, proved to be inaccurate.
I thank all of you who bought tickets for our show and your patience and understanding, also to
those wonderful generous folks who kindly donated their ticket refunds to Tales From The Woods.
What can I say? What great folks we have out there in the world of roots music.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass to legendary British
Rock’n’Roll and session guitarist Big Jim Sullivan who died on
the 2nd October aged 71.
I first met Big Jim upon the day of the blue plaque ceremony in
Old Compton Street back in 2006 on the wall of a café/bar that
once housed the most famous venue in British Rock’n’Roll
history, the 2is, This narrow Soho street was filled with
musicians and singers whose long careers began in this tiny
basement venue, many of which have since appeared on our
annual shows that have taken place upon the final Sunday of
each January. Later that day a few headed along to what was
then the official Tales From The Woods function room above the
King & Queen pub in Bloomsbury.
The first of these shows was already planned for the following
January and it was here that the plan began to take a serious
shape. Bob Mandry, whose dedication made the plaque a
possibility, came along, as did the late Rick Hardy who wanted
to share his dream of bringing a 2is show to a London stage in
2007 to a certain reality. The tall and stocky figure that was Big
Jim graced our little get-together too. Friendly and with many
anecdotes that were passed on to the ears of the fans and talk
of the days that created history, albeit unwittingly for all
involved.

Big Jim in ‘08 © Paul Harris

Despite ailing health it was indeed a thrill to have Big Jim join
us, making a rare trip from his Sussex home to appear on the stage of the 100 Club amongst family,
friends and fans at the 2is show. The photos of this event are on our website for all to enjoy. As this
was most certainly Big Jim’s last London gig we are indeed proud of what we achieved and made
possible.
Born James George Tomkins on 11th February 1941 in Uxbridge, West London he attended
Woodfield Secondary Modern School. Jim, like countless other young lads up and down the land,
picked up the guitar for the first time at age 14 as Skiffle began to awaken the consciousness of the
nation’s youth. Over the next year or so he practiced the Lonnie Donegan song-book in all the spare
time allowed, forming his first group the Clay County Boys who, by a stroke of good luck, found
themselves booked into the jazz club owned by legendary traditional jazz musician Cy Laurie.
Round the corner lay the 2is where a younger audience had been switched on to
Marty & Jim
back in the day the new sounds emanating from across the Atlantic, and Rock’n’Roll of a very
much local interpretation was being born.
It was here that Jim would meet fledgling recording artist and erstwhile
Rock’n’Roll singer Marty Wilde and would soon become a member of his backing
band The Wildcats, a name that has carried through all the successive decades
to the present day, although of course with many different members.
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Just a short walk way lays Denmark Street with its shops selling musical instruments and sheet
music; the former survives to the present day, and it was here that Big Jim (as he was now known)
purchased a Les Paul red top. The instrument had once belonged to the legendary gospel singer
Sister Rosetta Tharpe who had sold the instrument to pay off bills at the end of her 1958 tour. This
guitar helped to seal the teenage Sullivan’s reputation. As Marty Wilde broke through to the big time
with his acclaimed guitarist at his side, it would have come as no surprise to insiders at the time that
Big Jim should be invited to back Eddie Cochran on that now milestone 1960 tour with Gene
Vincent.
By his own admission and that of many others, the young
fledgling guitarist learnt so much from Cochran (the unwound
third and flattened ninth to use technical terms for the benefit of
the many musicians who read this magazine) it is said also his
DeArmond foot pedal, which he put to good use on Michael
Cox’s version of Chuck Berry’s Sweet Little Sixteen which aped
perfectly Eddie Cochran’s own arrangement.
When Wilde was recruited onto a west end stage for the lead
role in the musical Bye Bye Birdie, The Wildcats undertook a
name change to Krew-Kats and a few singles were released under that name, including Trambone,
that saw chart action. Jim also played for UK based Italian rocker Little Tony and would overdub his
guitar parts on Billy Fury’s seminal rockabilly album Sound Of Fury. Around the same period of time
he began a brief stint as a guitar teacher, his pupils reading's like a who’s-who of guitarists who
would come to prominence and status as the sixties progressed including Jimmy Page, Albert Lee,
and Ritchie Blackmore.
Big Jim was just getting settling
into his role as an in-demand
session musician when Stanley
Black came a knocking, booking
him to play on the soundtrack of
the Cliff Richard movie The Young
Ones. However Jim could not
read music and found the going
difficult, so much so that Black
dropped him. Once the initial
disappointment has subsided he
went away to learn to do the very
thing he up to then could not do…
read music.
As a music reading session musician Big Jim would go on to play on over 1000 tracks that entered
the charts, sometimes doing as many as three sessions a day and by his own account never spent
a Christmas at home for ten years. Apart from being an in-demand session man throughout the
remainder of the sixties and well into the seventies, he found time to sign to Mercury Records in
1966 under the name of The Jim Sullivan Sound. A number of singles were released, three albums
under his own stage name of Big Jim Sullivan,
including what in the late sixties was no doubt an ultra
trendy title Sitar Beat.
In 1969 he became a member of Tom Jones backing
band which took in a long term stint and no doubt
lucrative engagements in Las Vegas. he could also
be seen on Jones’ highly popular TV shows which
included on a near weekly basis guest artists of the
roots kind that readers of this magazine would rarely
have been granted the privilege of witnessing upon
their TV screens at peak viewing time.
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On parting company with Jones in 1974 he set up a record label, Retreat, with producer Derek
Lawrence where further albums saw the light of the day, some of which he sang on, an exercise he
would later describe as being the greatest embarrassment of his life. The label helped to put Chas
& Dave on the road to huge success with a succession of hit singles.
The eighties found Big Jim taking the guitarist job with the James Last Orchestra, by all accounts
one that paid well. 1987 Jim decided that his touring days were over, settling down to play local
small gigs around his home county. Sadly he stopped performing live a few years ago as a
combination of heart problems and diabetes took its toll.
We are indeed proud here at TFTW that we were able to bring this wonderful British institution to a
London stage one final time and were able to reunite him with many fellow musicians and singers
from those halcyon early days.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass to say farewell to New Orleans
Rhythm & Blues singer, musician and songwriter James 'Sugar Boy'
Crawford who died 15th September just one month prior to his 78th
birthday. Born James Crawford Jnr upon 12th October 1934 in La Salle
Street, New Orleans, the only child of Mary and James Crawford. His
nickname by all accounts was acquired during childhood as a
description of his gentle and placid nature. Like so many performers of
his generation he became fascinated with music by attending his local
Baptist church. By the time he reached his teens he was proficient on
piano before mastering the art of the trombone which enabled him to join his school band, the
Booker T Washington marching band.
Soon he formed his first band which included like-minded school friends Edgar 'Big Boy’ Miles,
Warren Myles, Nolan Blackwell, Irving Bannister and Alfred Bernard. As the months passed they
found themselves gaining considerable recognition. It was well known local DJ, Daddy-O, who got
them their big break by getting them into the local Shadowland Club, It was not too long before an
independent record company pricked up their ears.
Aladdin records booked them in with Cosimo Matassa to cut what would prove to be their only
session for them, which included a version of Guitar Slim’s Feelin’ Sad, Early Sunday Morning, No
One To Love Me, and You Made Me Love You. Although sales did not match expectation, their
popularity grew as a live attraction under their performing name of Chapaka Shawee, named after
one of the band’s instrumentals.
The following year 1953 co-founder of Chess Records in Chicago, Leonard Chess,
was in the Crescent City and was hanging out in the studios of radio station WMRY
where Sugar Boy’s band had a regular gig. Chess caught them in rehearsal and
asked if he could cut a tape of the band so he could listen to it at his leisure back in
Chicago, to which they agreed. For their efforts Chess gave them $5 and bought
them red beans and rice. No doubt the band were more than a little surprised when
the results of that rehearsal tape, I Don’t Know What I’ll Do with Overboard on the B
side, should find a release on Chess label’s subsidiary Checker, credited to Sugar Boy and The
Cane Cutters. According to interviews in years far later, the band were not mad at Chess, just
surprised as no contract had exchanged hands. Just kids living at home with their parents they were
more than content with the glory.
The release did well enough for Chess to sign them to an official contract. The result of the next
session would bring Sugar Boy his biggest seller in Jock-A-Mo which borrowed much from mardi
gras Indian chants. Perfect timing in hitting the market just prior to the 1954 mardi gras, capturing
the spirit of the city. Although narrowly missing the national rhythm and blues charts, in the years
hence it would be recorded as Iko Iko by the Dixie Cups which would take the carnival tune to the
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charts in 1965. In still later years artists as diverse as Dr John and hippy messiah band Grateful
Dead would record the song.
The success of Jock-A-Mo found Sugar Boy touring out of the Southlands for the first time as far
afield as New York. Disappointment reared its ugly head again when their next release sold poorly
and they were dropped by the label. Dave Bartholomew, band leader and guiding light behind Fats
Domino, picked up on Sugar Boy and got him signed to Imperial which left Crawford’s own band out
in the cold as far as studio recordings were concerned as Bartholomew’s own band was used.
His first Imperial release hit the shops in January 1957 You Gave Me Love with She's Got A Wobble,
considered by many as an archetypal classic New Orleans second line sound. His next release
Morning Star, like previous issues, failed to penetrate the R&B charts.
Come the following year 1958 Imperial were on top of the pile with Ricky Nelson and Fats Domino.
Sugar Boy, along with many other rhythm & blues artists, was dropped by the label. Only the hugely
popular Fats Domino who could be relied upon to chart was retained. Despite that Sugar Boy and
his band had no trouble finding an audience working dance halls and night clubs between Georgia
and Texas. Spasmodic singles appeared on the Ace, Peacock, and Montel labels.
Tragically his career was brought to a tragic and senseless conclusion one night in 1963. In
interviews Sugar Boy made claim they were set up; a road block was set up on route to a gig in
Monroe, Louisiana at the height of the south racial tension. He was dragged from his car and pistol
whipped to near death by a state trooper. Laying in hospital in a coma, at the time survival seemed
remote, but survive he did. It took a further two years to learn how to talk and walk and lead a near
normal life. His piano playing and singing were never able to fully recover forcing him out of the
music business.
He enrolled into a trade school and became a building engineer. In later years he moved to Gentilly
and set up a business C & C Locksmiths. Finally having the publishing rights of his back catalogue
sorted out he began to earn much deserved royalties. It was his talented grandson Davell Crawford
who coaxed him out of decades of musical silence by guesting on Davell’s 1995 CD 'Let Them Talk'.
Grandpa soon joined a proud grandson on stage at the long running annual New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival,
As the nineties gave way
to the new century
appearances
became
more regular and a little
longer.
His
last
appearance was at this
festival this year. A
devout person of the
church who remained
justifiably proud of his
past achievements and
by all reports it made him
very happy to know that
people still very much
enjoyed his records.

Sugar Boy with his grandson
Davell at the Ponderosa Stomp

Whilst I have been writing
this obituary on Sugar
Boy I have had a Sugar
Boy CD playing upon my
office stereo, which Rock’n’Roll and Rhythm and Blues fan of considerable renown Breathless Dan
Coffey kindly sent me some while ago. I have used some of Dan’s excellent sleevenotes to fill in
quite a number of gaps for which I would like to thank our friend and loyal subscriber Dan very much.
Thank You Dan.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Out To Lunch
Throughout the months of July and August the good burghers of the Cadogan Hall,
normally a bastion of classical music, utilize the venue’s foyer to put on weekly, free
lunchtime jazz under the title ‘Out To Lunch’. The performances are frequented in the
main by the retired, workers on a break, the unemployed, the odd tourist and those with
fractured clavicles. These are popular attractions, no doubt as a result of the plentiful
supply of tables and chairs, and the opportunity to take advantage of the excellent cold
plates provided by the Oakley Bar and Cafe, not forgetting to wash it down with a glass
of wine.
In August I caught Trio Manouche there. As the name implies, the musicians are
purveyors of gypsy jazz (‘jazz
manouche’ being the French
translation), the most famous
exponent being, of course, Django
Reinhardt. Simon Harris (guitar,
and vocals that economised on
undulation) led the trio, Ducato
Pietrowski provided fine Django
guitar, and Nick Pini (double bass)
was reliably solid behind them.
The music swung prodigiously and
there was not a still foot in the
audience. Although vocal numbers
(both originals and covers)
dominated their output, each
enjoyed attractive instrumental breaks. But apart from the happy-go-smiley L-O-V-E
(written for Nat King Cole), it was two instrumentals, Caravan (written by Juan Tizol and
forever associated with Duke Ellington) and Dark Eyes (an old Russian folk song
recorded by Django Reinhardt under its French title, Les Yeux Noirs), which were the
peaks of a pleasurable afternoon.
Later in the month, and lighting up an altogether different strand of the aural spectrum,
were Andrew McCormack (piano) and Jason Yarde (alto and soprano saxes) in a pairing
whose name seems to vary, although McCormack & Yarde Duo was chosen for their
latest album.
A thorough percipience of each other’s playing was the
alchemy that transcended the challenge of this particular
formation. Deep concentration was evidenced throughout
with Andrew McCormack staring out across the piano as his
left hand performed hypnotic figures, while Jason Yarde
focussed on a point just in front of his feet as he pensively
explored with either horn.
The music, mostly self-composed, was haunting, rhythmic
and evocative. Yarde’s vigorous Hill Walking On The
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Tynerside [sic] and McCormack’s captivating Spanish Princess were the pick of their
pens. But a gorgeous Embraceable You meant that the composer’s gold medal went to
George Gershwin.
Another lunchtime gig, this time on a Sunday and at Ruislip Social Club (the home of
Wealdstone FC for followers of non-league football), saw the first visit of the Gabriel
Garrick Big Band. This was formerly the Michael Garrick Orchestra, but leadership was
eventually assumed by Gabriel several months following the death of his father on 11
November 2011 (a date doubly feared by cricketers – or 1,001 times if you prefer).
Acknowledging Michael Garrick’s love of Duke Ellington, the afternoon was populated
with his own compositions that revealed the great man’s influence and his hitherto
unplayed arrangements of rarely heard Ellington numbers, which had recently been
discovered by Gabriel during the archiving of his late father’s music.
Musical involvement with vocalists was a feature of Michael Garrick’s
career, and contributions for the day came in the assured vocals of
Sarah Ellen Hughes, in particular with Garrick’s Down On Your
Knees. The cream of the instrumentals were Ellington’s Big Drag and
another Garrick composition, Good Times, which ended the concert
and ensured that many left with a spring in their step and a happy
smile on their face.
Also on a Sunday afternoon, but more late-lunch than lunchtime (I was thankful for the
large complimentary bowls of olives and grapes), was the appearance of the Township
Comets at the Vortex. This jazz club is remarkably celebrating its twenty-fifth
anniversary, and its current venue is located in Dalston Culture House.
The band, nominally led by
vocalist Pinise Saul, comprised
Chris Batchelor (trumpet), Harry
Brown (trombone), Jason Yarde
(saxophones), Adam Glasser
(piano and harmonica), Dudley
Phillips (electric bass) and,
depping for Frank Tontoh on
drums, Gary Wilcox. Playing the
music
of
South
African
saxophone legend, Dudu Pukwana, who found fame in the mixed-race Blue Notes, it was
no surprise to find the band reflecting that nation’s rainbow.
The influence of American jazz in the ’50s on South African township music added to
what was already joyous and exciting, and in no way diminished its incitement to dance.
Each of the two sets began with an instrumental: Sekela Khuluma (from Dudu Pukwana’s
In The Townships album) for the first set and Mbizo Radebe for the second.
As leader, Pinise Saul took vocal responsibilities on six numbers, impressing with her
art, but never over-shadowing the contributions of the band members nor the vibrant
music that they were creating. All in all, it was a welcome sunny interlude to a chilly
October day.
Dave Carroll
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Eddie Bond - The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly in the 50s
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - January 18, 2012
At the end of his Mercury contract, Eddie made a first session at Sun
studio on November 28, 1957. That session was produced by Cowboy
Jack Clement and at least three takes for ”Show Me” were cut, a very
nice ballad being tailor made for Jerry Lee Lewis. In January 25, 1958
another session gave us ”Broke My Guitar” (alias ”Boo Bop Da Caa
Caa”), a very good up-tempo country song written by Eddie Bond and
Jack Clement and next, on April 2, 1958, two takes for ”This Ole Heart
Of Mine”, a solid rockin’ song with sax. All these recordings stayed in the
vaults until they surfaced on Charly LP 1035 ”Sunset Special” produced
by French cat/collector Ding Dong in 1985. These three songs may
have been recorded again on May 5, 1958 and lost/destroyed. “This Ole
Heart Of Mine” was recorded again at Hi studio (Memphis) and issued
with “Second Chance” in July 1961 on United Southern Artists 5-106, a
label located in Hot Springs - Arkansas. On that recording carrying a
more country pop sound, Eddie was backed by Jimmy Smith (pno), Stan
Neal (gtr), Johnny Fine (dms) and an unknown vocal group.
Although released from Mercury, a very nice paper about Eddie was
printed in Country and Western Jamboree (Spring 1958 issue) and
another one in Cowboy Songs (March 1958). By then Eddie had several
Fan Clubs in Memphis run by Rita Sutherland, Nancy Lentz and Barbara
McCool. Lloyd McCullough also had his one, still in Memphis, handled
by Evelyn Fine.
Still in 1958, Eddie tried again his luck at Meteor, recording ”Monkey Business” with Stan Neal (gtr
sol), Droopy Duck (bs), Jimmy Smith (pno) and Johnny Fine (bat). Eddie had brought into his band
his long-time friend Robert ”Bobby” Howard, alias ”Droopy Duck”, as bassman and comedian.
Droopy Duck was earlier a member of Lloyd Arnold’s Rockin’ Drifters. A few years later, Bobby Joe
“Cousin Bo Jack” Killingsworth would take the comedian duties. ”Monkey Business”, a very nice
country song, was not issued until 1998. In May 1958, Eddie produced a session with Marshall Ellis
at WHBQ radio, located in the Chisca Hotel - Memphis, and cut ”Standing In Your Window”
(co-written by Hoyt Johnson) and ”The Blues Got Me”, both issued in October 1958 as D 1016,
straight Country songs. Dick Grant and Adam Kommoroski, in their great publication ”The Eddie
Bond Story” (1982) gave, probably wrongly, the Gold Star Studio - 5628 Brock Road - Houston (Tx)
as location for that session. Hoyt Johnson, from Arley (Alabama), recorded the fabulous ”Eenie
Meanie Minie Mo”, issued with ”Standing In Your Window” (Erwin 555) in 1957. On November 9,
1957 Hoyt played the Louisiana Hayride, maybe thanks to his connection with Eddie. In 1958, Hoyt
made a demo for ”It’s A Little More Like Heaven (Where You Are)” and the song was recorded by
Hank Locklin for RCA. Making a deal with Marshall Ellis, Johnny Cash took a third of the rights for
the song and changed the song title to ”You’re The Nearest Thing To Heaven” (Sun 302). Hoyt
recorded also for RCA and Zone, another Marshall Erwin Ellis record label.
Eddie Bond and Marshall Ellis, born in Booneville (Ms) in 1912, were partners in starting Stomper
Time records in 1957. Mr Ellis helped to finance some releases on that label that he personally liked
while taking care of his own Erwin and Rivermont labels. Later, Eddie Bond bought the full share
and it seems than a distribution contract deal with Quality (Canada) and Trutone (South Africa)
failed in October 1958. Leon Starr recorded for Stomper Time from 1958 to 1963, and after joining
the Stompers for three years around 1958. ”Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On”, “Brown-Eyed
Handsome Man”, ”My Baby Left Me” and “Back In The USA” were issued only in 1991 on White
Label (WLP 8969). Also on Stomper Time we had Adron Jumper with the nice ”Hello Trouble”
(recorded 1963) and ”Just A Waste Of Time” (recorded 1966) but also Pat Ferguson with the great
“Who I am”/”To-Night” (S.T. 1300), with Chips Moman on guitar, issued in 1959. A strikingly good
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lookin’ lady born Patty Philpott only recorded on that piece of vinyl. Also Larry Manuel, with the great
cat song “Pin Stripe Suit”, the surprising “Comanche Rock‘n’Roll” showing some connection with
“Boppin’ Wig Wam Willie” (Ray Scott on Erwin 700) and “A Diploma In May & A Wedding Ring In
June”, all issued in 2001 by Dave Travis on STCD 14 “Memphis Rockabillies, Hillbillies & Honky
Tonkers”. On Stomper Time 1159, Larry Manuel had a teenage ballad, cut with Little Green Man
Mervin Pepper on bass, ”Don’t Try To Call Back Tomorrow” (S.T. 1159). Ray Scott, writer for
”Tonight Will Be The Last Nite” cut by Warren Smith at Sun, recorded his own version in 1959 issued
with ”Boys Meet Girls” (S.T.1161). Both versions are close but my favourite is definitely the one laid
on wax by Warren Smith and issued in 45 rpm format with the legendary yellow label in 1977 (Sun
608). Thanks Charlie Barbat, the wildest cat in town! Ray Scott was a great rockin’ cat originally from
Indiana who recorded some classic rockabillies for Satellite and Erwin as well as being the writer for
“Flying Saucer Rock & Roll” and “You’re The One That Done It”. For those who don’t know, his
terrific “The Joint’s Really Jumpin’” was cut in 1962. Hard to believe… so wild, cool and loose. Willie
Mitchell & the Four Kings cut the favourite ”Rag Mop” (S.T 1163), “Bongo Beat” (S.T. 1164) and
another single. Willie, from Mississippi, moved to the Home of the Blues, and next Hi, becoming
vice-president. Ronnie Moore who played bass for The Stompers, still in 1959 but probably in
Alabama, recorded ”You Have This And More”/”Take a Look at the Moon” (S.T. 1157). A good guitar
and movin’ rhythm but the voice is light.
A session for Eddie was produced by Jack Clement, on November 12, 1958, giving us the boppin’
“Can’t Win For Losing” (written by Q. Claunch and B. Cantrell) and the strong honky-tonkin’ “When
The Juke Box Plays” (written by Marshall Ellis) both issued in February 1959 (S.T. 1155). Backed
by The Stompers with Ellis Mize on bass, on that first release Eddie brought two very nice country
songs. Next, in February 1959, followed “You’ll Never Be A Stranger To Me”, a ballad written by
Hoyt Johnson and Jim Atkins, and “Boo Bop Da Caa Caa” (S.T 1156) issued in April 1959, but also
”It’s Been So Long Darling” and ”Your Old Standby” (S.T. 1162). Ellis Mize, left the Stompers to join
The Runabouts, with Dave Hillhouse and Jerry Lee ”Smoochie” Smith. Together they cut, in 1961,
the classic ”The Prom” issued with ”When I Get The Blues” on Co & Wi 114. Another recording,
”Glad We Talked It Over”, a very nice ballad, was issued only in 2004 on CD Stomper Time STCD
19 ”Memphis Rockabillies, Hillbillies & Honky Tonkers - Vol 4”, a label now owned by Dave Travis.
Bud Deckelman on his own side cut the country mover “I’ll Be The One”/”I’m Sorry Now” (S.T. 1400),
in 1960, and the weak ”Barefoot Rock” that stayed in the vaults. Among the other artists on Eddie’s
label were Bobby Watkins with the Wandering Wranglers (1959) close to Marty Robbins’ style, Doug
Stone (1966), Wayne Michaels (1966), Tex Dixon (1959) and, ex RCA artist, Melvin Endsley (1959)
who recorded four songs. For his Millionaire and Country Circle labels Eddie Bond set sessions in
1965 for Jim Morgan, a dee jay on KWEM and sometime vocalist with the Eddie Bond show, once
teaming with his twin brother Bob as The Morgan Twins (RCA -1958 and Peak - 1959). In 1962, The
Stompers (then John Hughey (stl gtr), Jimmy Smith (pno), Herman ”Tombstone” Hawkins (bs),
Morris Tarrent (bat) and Gilbert Mickel (fiddle) recorded the solid “Country Shindig” at Sam Phillips’
studio located then at 639 avenue Madison - Memphis. That recording was edited on LP Millionaire
1618 in 1967. Eddie Bond made two long sessions in that
studio on January 29, 1962 and February 13, 1962, recording
over thirty songs, some being edited on Phillips International
PILP 1980 ”Sings The Greatest Gospel Country Hits”.
On January 24, 1959, Eddie was back at the Louisiana
Hayride with folk singer Jimmy Driftwood. He was then working
for KWAM radio in Memphis with Eddie Hill, Dave Hill, Dick
Stuart and Sleepy Eyed John who was back in June 1959 from
Saint-Louis (Missouri). There Eddie was contacted by Ralph
Mathis, owner of WCPC radio in Houston (Ms), to set a
recording session at “Hi” studio for James Mask. Eddie hired
Jack Clement to produce the session but some may have been
produced by Bill Cantrell and Lester Bihari. Some of James’
sessions featured Reggie Young on guitar and “Save Your
Love”/”Stolen Honey” were issued on Bandera 1306 in
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Chicago. Several sides stayed in the vault until 2001 when
they were issued on ACE CD “Bandera – White Bucks to
Stetson Hats”.
In 1960, “You’ll Never Be A Stranger” and “Can’t Win For
Losing” were reissued on Wildcat 0058. Eddie and Gladys’
family was growing with the birth of their daughter Lisa on May
7, 1960. The 60s would see Eddie Bond working more on his
radio career and taking care of his assets in clubs, record
labels and radio stations. He kept recording and playing
locally… A large part of the recordings mentioned in that paper
can be found on Bear Family (BCD 15708/16101), Stomper
Time (1/14/23), Proper (Box 103/122/143), Ace (167/197)
White Label (WLP 8876), Mercury (LP 6463 084). Pick the
ones you like but don’t miss these fabulous recordings.
The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly, like many others, forgot about the
rock-a-billy rage in the 60s liking more to be a country singer
with a drop of Pop. Eddie would be back with revenge in 1978,
with a new recording of “Rockin’ Daddy” but that’s another long
story! Believe me, a rockin’ Daddy always stays (remains) a
rockin’ Daddy!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES.
Special thanks to:
Gladys and Eddie Bond, Ed & Loretta Doles, Dale Franklin, Reggie Young, Dave Travis, Martin
Hawkins.

The End

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The
Charts
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Last time, I was writing about song titles and this time I came across ‘I’m Gonna Put A Bar In The
Back Of My Car And Drive Myself To Drink’. This is a good song by ‘The Moonlighters’ on their CD,
‘Rush Hour’. They were formed by Bill Kirchen, lead guitar, after he left Commander Cody and his
Lost Planet Airmen (another great name). Commander Cody and his LPA first attracted me by their
LP cover, a cartoon by Chris Frayne, (Commander Cody/George Frayne’s brother) and their name.
I bought this album, ‘Lost In The Ozone’ in 1972 and, no, it isn’t blues but I still like its
country/blues/rock. I bought the Moonlighters’ ‘Rush Hour’ CD in 1996.
In June, The British Blues Awards presented their 3rd set of results. Each section had a short
list of nominees for their 16 categories and these were the winners.
British Male Vocalist: Ian Siegal
British Blues Band: King King.
British Female Vocalist: Chantel McGregor.
British Blues Guitarist: Matt Schofield
British Bass Player: Andy Graham
British Drummer: Steven Culmore
British Young Artist: Oli Brown
British Instrumentalist: Becky Tate
Independent Blues Broadcaster: Gary Grainger
British Harmonica Player: Paul Jones
British Acoustic Act: Ian Siegal
British Keyboard Player: Paddy Milner
British Blues Album: ‘Take My Hand’ by King King
British Blues Festival: The Hebden Bridge Blues Festival
Overseas Artist: Joe Bonamassa
Kevin Thorpe Memorial Award for Songwriter of the year: Marcus Bonfanti with the song
‘Bittersweet’
British Blues Greats: (a sort of ‘Hall of Fame’ new award this year) Tony McFee (the
Groundhogs), Del Bonham (Stray) and Andy Fraser (Free)
A couple of notes on the above.
I’m ashamed to admit it but I hardly know the work of most of the above. I have to say that I have
surprised myself by finding how much my Blues tastes are Americanised (not a proper word but you
know what I mean). Of the awards list I only know the work of four of them and have only seen
Paddy Milner and Paul Jones, both a long time ago. So, what have I learned from this? Firstly I must
get out and try to see more British bands and secondly, if I can’t do that, I must try to listen to them
on the radio. This brings me to the Independent Blues Broadcaster Winner, Gary Grainger, who was
in a ‘shortlist’ of seven, all of whom I had not heard so I will start to research these for next time.
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I am just inching this part along at a very slow pace. This time I am looking more
closely at ‘12-Bar’. This term refers to the number of musical measures or bars which the music is
divided into. I have already indicated (in previous issues) that the whole 12-bar is 48 beats which,
when divided into the 12 musical bars is 4 beats. This we will find is a convenient ‘block of beats’ to
suit the words of the Blues and the chord changes. This is shown on written music as a vertical line
across the staves (the 5 horizontal lines the musical notes are written on). Next time I hope to be
able to produce a line or two of music to help those who might be interested how this all looks on
the manuscript.
When buying CDs there are a couple of sources I would like to
write about because I have bought successfully from both of these and would like to help them keep
in business in these sad times. The first is www.bluescdstore.com who put out a very informative
blues letter and whose address is The Blues CD Store, 45 Brook Street, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury,
Bucks HP22 5ES (quite near me) from which you can go on the mailing list and get a Blues
Newsletter sent to you. It includes interesting offers and at this time of the year they also have a nice
blues artwork calendar from the 1920’s. The store is run by Chris White who is the bass player with
the Blues/Rock (and a little jazz) band Storm Warning.
The other source for CDs I think many of you might be interested in is Finbarr International (CD
Dept.), Folkestone, Kent CT20 2QQ (www.finbarrmusicdirect.com). James F. Cullinan runs this nice
little company which specialises in buying up deleted stock and selling it on very cheaply. His little
catalogue offers almost everything, classical, 40’s, 50’s, 60’s, MOR, Rock’n’Roll, Rockabilly, Blues,
Country, Soul, Doo Wop and more at prices which start at £1.50! I’ve bought loads of stuff from him,
some excellent and some just for a track I was looking for. The catalogue only scratches the stock
he has and he does very cheap deleted DVDs as well
Last issue I mentioned a new glossy magazine called ‘The Blues’ The publishers tell me
it is not planned to be a monthly but I am enjoying it and have just read Issue 4 which is a damn
good read. This issue has a really good CD ‘free’ with it (the mag is £7.99) and plenty of CD reviews
which I enjoy reading. It is available in W H Smiths but can be bought on line at Future Publishing.
I haven’t read any Blues or R&B books lately (except the one I recommended last month)
but I am always browsing through my collection of Joel Whitburn’s American Chart books which
include the R&B one. They are a goldmine of American chart information and I’m always finding
something new in their pages.
There are a lot of Rolling Stones DVDs out at the moment celebrating 50 years in the business
and I think I might get one (with all the early stuff on) but I haven’t found one yet.
I have already mentioned the ‘free’ various artists CD with the Blues
magazine, Issue 4 and it is very good. Jon Cleary has a slightly funky blues CD out called Occapella,
subtitled ‘having fun with the songs of Allen Toussaint’ and is enjoyable fast piano playing. Taj Mahal
(my favourite) has a new ‘old’ double CD out called ‘Hidden Treasures of T.M.’ All not released
before; they are from his period 1969 to 1973 and include his ‘live at the Albert Hall’ performance in
1970 where he opened for stable mates Johnny Winter and Santana (how did I miss that concert?)
I also wholeheartedly recommend ‘Thankful ‘n’ Thoughtful’ by Bettye LaVette in which she covers,
in her own gritty and unique way, songs by Sly Stone, Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Tom Waits and the
Black Keys. Absolutely stunning listening.
At Colne blues festival, we saw a Preston Blues band called the Stumble. Their
show included self-penned blues and covers but my step-son and I were both taken with the general
quality of the musicianship, the sound and the balance. I queued to buy a CD but they had, not
surprisingly, sold out; however I picked up a contact address and got their latest offering ‘Lie To Me’
which is their third CD. I have since obtained their back catalogue and am not disappointed. They
are a six piece, vocals, sax, two guitars, bass and drums. They tell me that they only do gigs in the
north but if you ever see them advertised down this way, go and you won’t be disappointed.
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In Aylesbury, near where I live, is a little Community Theatre and Workshop
called The Limelight and generally, about once a month, they put on a Blues artist. I have a friend
who loves heavy Blues and he phoned me up, knowing I still don’t drive (eye trouble) and asked if I
would go with him. I said yes even though I didn’t know who was on but live music is live music and
I’ll always support it if I can. It turned out to be a tribute band called Sinnerboy who pay homage to
Rory Gallagher which was not my thing at all. However he was a very good guitarist who made up
for the not-so-good playing of his bass player and drummer (who he didn’t introduce). His
announcements were funny and his programme was built up of audience requests. They were
obviously fans and like my mate, they loved it.
Do you remember that great instrumental which was used as the original
signature tune for ‘Top Gear’ the BBC2 programme? It was called ‘Jessica’ and the long version (as
against the single version) was from a very good album by the Allman Brothers Band called
‘Brothers and Sisters’ (if you haven’t got it you can still obtain it cheaply through the Blues Store or
Amazon). Well, there is an absolutely wonderful piano solo in that by an added member, Chuck
Leavell. He left the Allman Brothers to form his own Jazz-fusion band called Sea Level (get it!). He
also played with Eric Clapton on his ‘Unplugged’ Album. He does lots of session work and is, at the
moment, the Rolling Stones’ piano player. I always look out for him as he is a fine blues player and
sure enough, there is a new album out by him called ‘Back to the Woods’ (from a track on the album
which is not only a 12-Bar blues, as several tracks are, but starts: ‘I woke up this morning…’) which
he calls ‘a tribute to the pioneers of Blues piano’. I love Blues piano and this is definitely for me and
rates as one of my best albums of 2012. There are excellent sleeve notes by him and blues historian
Larry Cohn and his versions of the Blues tunes are interpretations of the originals and can be played
alongside them showing his incredible piano style.
I don’t cheat when selecting these except to say
that my iPod contains lots of other music that I enjoy including The Golden Age Of Rock’n’Roll,
Skiffle, some classical, French Celtic, nostalgia and MOR, like Bing Crosby and George Formby,
and some modern pop like Paul Carrick. Thus I wait for a Blues or R&B tune and choose that. Elvin
Bishop came up this time with ‘Have A Good Time’ a rollicking good song from his album ‘Party Till
The Cows Come Home’. I heard him on Garrison Keiller’s radio show on BBC Radio 4 Extra. He
was playing solo Country Blues and I enjoyed it enough to try an album, which was an older one
(2004) when he played Blues with a band. He started with the Paul Butterfield Blues Band before
forming his own band and his most famous track is ‘Fooled Around And Fell In Love’.
The last issue (69) included a report on the Great
British R&B Festival at Colne in Lancs in August by Lee
Wilkinson.
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I went too (we didn’t meet) and had a great time. I did see a lot
of the bands that Lee didn’t including Booker T and his funky
band but the best for me was The Stumble (who I’ve mentioned
above) and Kyla Brox, a beautiful singer in the Etta James
mould, with a terrific band which included her husband on guitar.
This festival won the British Blues Festival of the year in 2011
and was second this year in the above awards. It is very well
run, in the centre of the town, eight of the nine venues are
indoors which will always attract me (the ninth is in a tent) and
the fine ales were £1.70 a pint. If I’m allowed I would love to go
next year.
So, as it is written on the toilet door, ‘A Merry Christmas To All
our Readers!’
David Parker
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As enjoyed by John Howard

49

The unforecasted rise of Hemsby Rock’n’Roll Weekenders back to premier position on the
Rock’n’Roll calendar was underlined by the turnout for Hemsby 49 in Norfolk in October. Since the
move from the now-defunct Pontins Holiday Camp to the warmer, efficient and more fifties authentic
Seacroft Holiday Village just over the road, the numbers of fans old and new has been growing.
Whether it is the fan-friendly sight-lines and superior accommodation, or the innovative booking of
Hemsby Weekenders head honcho Willie Jeffery, is difficult to say.
The May event always hovers around a full house. The October get-together is expected to be less
crowded, but this year bucked the trend, and late Sunday, when the expectation is that a fair few
would have left, there was still a queue to get a spot on the dance floor.
For those who came to watch and listen rather than strut their stuff, the programme which featured
five American headline acts was irresistible and was the strongest live line-up for some years. The
fact that three of the five were making their UK debuts on the Rock’n’Roll scene was an added bonus.
The “weekender” now stretches back to Thursday night, and it was fitting that the evening belonged
to Charlie Gracie, the second US act to play Britain back in the fifties after fellow-Philadelphians
Bill Haley’s Comets had kicked open the door.
The diminutive guitar-slinger, quiff still intact, electrified early-comers, with one declaring that night’s
performance of his hit Fabulous was the best he’d ever heard.
The venue comprises two dance halls, and the early decision to stage Charlie’s show in the
Harlequin room, the smaller of the two meant it was sardine time, with little space for jiving. That
meant, of course, a tremendous atmosphere as Charlie worked his way through a familiar repertoire
of UK top ten hits like Butterfly, Wandering Eyes and the downtempo I Love You So Much It Hurts.
He also let his guitar do the talking on Guitar Boogie, proving that his 70 plus years had neither
dimmed his enthusiasm nor slowed his fingers.
Special mention at this time to Gene Gambler and the Shufflers, the versatile Welsh wizards who
not only performed their own set in the halls, backed Charlie Gracie and other acts to perfection, but
also played on the Sunday afternoon boat cruise on the Norfolk Broads. They deserved that
Welcome in the Hillsides when they got home, no doubt
shattered.
Louisiana Rockabilly Main Man, Al Ferrier was the first
of the UK debutantes, and unlike most I’d seen him
once before back in the eighties in New Orleans.
Now 80, and not enjoying the best of health, his
powerful voice remains intact as he ran through the
best of his fifties turntable hits and more recent material
in a similar vein. Backing him were The Shufflers, with
vocal support from The Roomates, and fine and
appropriate fiddle from Robin Joudaine.
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Al Ferrier © Paul Harris

Originally on Goldband label, the perennially blackhatted Rockabilly Hall of Fame member delighted the
audience with No, No Baby, Let’s Go Boppin’ Tonight,
and My Baby Done Gone Away among others.
Generously, he invited 11 year old piano prodigy Lewis
Brown, son of Dave Brown, keyboard player with the
Hemsby House Band, to play during his set, and his
skill on the black-and-whites led some jaws to drop.
During his set he chatted about his appearances on the
Louisiana Hayride where he met the young Elvis
Presley, Johnny Cash and Carl Perkins, where Elvis
suggested he send his song Let’s Go Bopping Tonight to Sam Philips at Sun so Elvis could record
it.
Al Ferrier © Paul Harris

Al decided against it.
The now-standard Blues Stop Knocking At My Door is an Al Ferrier original, and he did it justice. At
one point in his career, Al had decided to record only sacred material, so it was apt he concluded
his set with Hank William’s I Saw The Light before the crowd demanded and got two encores.
It was back to the present for Si Cranstoun, one of the biggest draws
on the UK club and festival circuit for the past two years. Rubberlimbed Si takes his inspiration from Jackie Wilson and Nappy Brown,
has a background in sixties Jamaican ska music, and combines
these to produce original numbers like Dynamo, a must-play track for
club deejays up and down the country.

Si Cranstoun © Paul Harris

With two new CDs under his belt in two years, Si not only played
selections from both including Lonesome Heart Bandit, Ella, and
Italian Eyes, he also previewed some yet-to-be-recorded material to
whet fans’ appetites for his next release. He has an easy and
confident manner onstage, developed over many years of busking
and performing, and had a well-drilled band who followed his every
move.
Slightly but athletically built, Si decided against any back flips for this
particular show, but still danced around with enthusiasm, and went
down famously with an audience who knew most of the words to most of his songs.
Saturday’s first headliner was Pete Hutton, a talented Brit whose
elevation from club level to main stage has been hard-earned, choosing to
perform an accurate Rick Nelson tribute, with The Roomates as his
Jordanaires.
Narvel Felts, with both The Shufflers and the Roomates backing him, is a
UK regular who first recorded for Sun in the fifties, then got a second bite
of the cherry nearly twenty years
later, placing fifties revivals for the
country market into the charts.
Lonesome Teardrops, My Prayer,
Pete Hutton
and Drift Away may be songs
© Paul Harris
associated with Jackie Wilson, The
Platters and Dobie Gray, but it was
Narvel who put them back in the hit listings.
Looking good in a purple jacket, white-bearded Narvel
proved he has preserved his vocal range, standing back
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Narvel Felts © Paul Harris

from the microphone for the near-operatic climaxes to a number of his songs.
Many know his set list, and anticipate rockers like Great Balls Of Fire and Pink And Black Days
among the big-voiced ballads, but his decision to omit Reconsider Me disappointed some who
regard his version as the best of the many who have recorded the Margaret Lewis original, from
Johnny Adams to Tom Jones.
Still, he did a good reading of Funny How Time Slips Away, the Willie Nelson song that provided a
million seller for Jimmy Elledge, and reprised his first record Kiss-a Me Baby, which he cut aged 16.
From Missouri came Lee Dresser, for many an unknown quantity,
and even those in the know were familiar with just one track, El
Camino Real. Tall, with a silky yellow jacket, Lee proved he deserved
his place on the bill from his first number, and proved that the electric
guitar round his neck was not for decoration.

Lee Dresser
© Paul Harris

His own band The Krazy Kats were formed when Eisenhower was
President, and they are still going, and Lee is still performing in the
States with them.
This unbroken line to 1957 and the years of experience, gave Lee a
polished and professional air. He opened with a song entitled Feel My
Love For You before a fifties doo-wop medley that included Cherry Pie, Donna and Sincerely among
ten others.
He then proved he could rock out on a Krazy Kats track Still Rockin’ After All These Years and
showcased his vocal abilities with both falsetto and bass in the same song while still playing lead
guitar.
He warned that most of his songs might be unfamiliar, which was
true of such offerings as I Love The Way You Keep Me Up All
Night, and I Wish That Love Was Built Like It Was, but that didn’t
make them any less memorable, or their quality any worse than the
hits of the day. Wiggle Little Mama was one that the rockabilly set
met with nods of approval.
Paul himself with Lee
Dresser © Paul Harris

Coming to the end of his set, he went into the extremely catchy El
Camino Real to a great response, and encored with it, too.

The competent Dutch rockabilly band Mischief finished off the night.
Sunday’s opening evening headliners were the five piece
Spanish doo-wop group The Velvet Candles, four guys in
shiny grey suits surrounding girl singer Mamen Salvador in a
stunning red dress.
Chestnuts like their opener Life Could Be A Dream and
Remember Then led to a Spanish language track from, would
you believe?, an Argentinean doo-wop act. They varied tempi,
exuded confidence, and surprised when they sang the title track
from their latest CD That Was The Story Of Our Love, which
turns out to be a death disc.

Mamen Salvador © Paul Harris

Velvet Candles © Paul Harris

Baby That Is Rock’n’Roll from The Coasters proved a winner, and
an obscurity they took from The Students showed they knew their
group harmony well beyond the known favourites that charted at
the time. Dion’s Donna The Prima Donna garnered the most
appreciation from a packed crowd, and they chose to encore with
the same number, to the smiling approval of The Roomates, who
were supporting instrumentally on this occasion.
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We are likely to see The Velvet Candles again in the UK, no doubt, and a welcome return it will be.
However, we only had a brief wait before they bounded back on stage
again to perform with the eagerly-awaited Tommy Hunt as The Spanish
Flamingos.
Tommy, now 80, is the last surviving singing member of the New York
balladeers The Flamingos, and teams up with the Spaniards to re-create
the sound they made, not approximately, but spot-on accurately. Despite
his years, the dapper Tommy still has a full head of dark hair, pencil
moustache and a slim figure looking good in a tuxedo.
I was told in the mid-seventies by Bob Potter who ran The Lakeside Club
in Frimley that Tommy Hunt, then big on the soul circuit with hits like
Loving On The Losing Side had been a member of The Flamingos. I didn’t
believe I would ever see him performing a Flamingos set but, thirty five
years later, I did.

Tommy Hunt
© Paul Harris

The group charted dozens of hits, so Tommy was spoiled for
choice. He opened with the uptempo Kokomo, moved into NoOne Can Love Me Like You Do, continued with A Kiss From Your
Lips and Baby Let’s Move Up before making the audience laugh
with the line: “Pat Boone sang this – or tried to” in advance of a
sublime I’ll Be Home.

Tommy with the Velvet Candles
© Paul Harris

My personal favourite, a Hank Ballard soundalike, Crazy Crazy
Crazy came next before the tempo slowed for Lovers Never Say
Goodbye, appreciated by a hushed audience marvelling at the
group harmony. More Flamingo hits followed, including a beat
change for Besame Mucho, and then another surprise.

It had been suggested Ol’ Man River, again a hit for the group, might be inappropriate for a
Rock’n’Roll audience but they did such a dramatic take on it, with Tommy showing his vocal range
down to deep bass, that doubters were silenced.
We then reached the point most anticipated, as the opening notes to the biggie I Only Have Eyes
For You sounded out, and were cheered. Art Garfunkel took the exact same arrangement to the top
of the charts, but they don’t pay royalties on arrangements, so the group lost out.
Tommy’s version was note-perfect, and the “Four Candles” (thanks, Kav) and the Roomates
followed him every step of the way.
Latish on the Sunday night, audiences are expected to start
melting away, but Tommy and the team kept them on the spot, and
workday Monday was forgotten as Tommy took them on a magical
trip back to the fifties and New York street corner harmony.
Truly a win for Tommy Hunt and the Spanish Flamingos.

Support for Lee Dresser
© Paul Harris

The Hemsby House Band led by Mark Sprex featuring Rob Tyler
on drums and Paul Gaskin on guitar, both ex-Dave Philips. Robin
Joudain on fiddle from Lazy Dog and The Roomates’ Richard
Barwell on piano backing Lee Dresser and Al Ferrier should also
be mentioned in dispatches, along with The Wolftones, The
Beyonders, Johnny Flame and the Dragons, Mad Jack and the
Hatters, Rob Chapman’s Last Train to Memphis, the Doggone
Honkabilly Band, Arsen Roulette and many others for whom
space precludes the detailed review they deserve.
John Howard
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Even if she only had “Heavenly Father” as a major Rhythm and
Blues hit in 1952, Edna McGriff was a prolific recording artist
from 1951 to 1959, laying down songs for Jubilee, Bell,
Felsted, Savoy and Capitol. Born in 1935, this Harlem native
would play piano and write her own compositions. Her first
session for Jubilee was cut on June 27, 1951 with Benny
Green’s band and it was not long before Alonza “Buddy” Lucas
came into the picture.
Edna’s “Heavenly Father”, issued with “I Love You” on Jubilee
5073, was a touching ballad that quickly cracked the bestselling retail Rhythm & Blues records charts in April 1952 soon
being covered by bigger artists like The Four Lads and Evelyn
Knight. The record sold over 500,000 copies and was number
9 on the Billboard’s Juke Box Operators Poll of most profitable R & B records for 1952. Other
winners were The Dominoes, The Clovers, Fats Domino, Ruth Brown and Lloyd Price to name a
few.
More records followed on Jubilee: “It’s Raining”/”Not Now” (5087), “Pray For A Better World”/”In The
Chapel By The Side of The Road” (5089), “Why Oh Why”/”Edna’s Blues” (5109), “These Things
Shall Be”/”I’ll Surrender Anytime” (5129) and “Scrap of Paper”/”Be Gentle With Me” (5199). On June
11, 1952 she dueted with Sonny Till for three releases which were “Once In A While”/”I Only Have
Eyes For You” (5090), “You Belong To Me”/”Big Bertha” (5094) and “Good”/”Piccadilly” (5099).
As early as June 1952 she was on Alan Freed’s Dance Caravan of Rhythm and Blues Stars with the
Buddy Lucas Orchestra and The Swallows playing various dates in Ohio. In summer she played 22
one-nighters across the South and at Christmas 1952 she was playing in New York City. In 1953
she worked the Midwest and even Bermuda. She moved from “Jubilee” to “Josie” for one single
working with Budd Johnson on sax before finding her way onto Favorite records, a New York budget
line, in August 1954. The first 45 rpms produced by that new label associated with Bell were shipped
on November 8, 1954.
Edna’s first release was a cover of The Chords’ “Sh-Boom” coupled with “Mambo Baby”. Backed by
The Tomcats, she delivers a nice jazzy pop cover of that classic while “Mambo Baby” is a more solid
and danceable tune with sax that was covered by Ruth Brown. Next year, around March, she was
moved onto New Disc recording “Sad, Sad, Sad”/“Come Back My Love” (10020) and “A Thousand
Burning Bridges”/”I Was I Am And I Always Will Be” (10023), pure pop songs with strings and big
orchestra. Only “Sad, Sad, Sad” moves some even if tailored for fancy night clubs.
After that Edna would begin recording covers for Bell starting with “Pledging My Love” and “Dance
With Me Henry” (1093) backed by the Sy Oliver Orchestra. Edna’s rendition of Johnny Ace’s classic
is beautiful and close to the original while “Dance With Me Henry” is worked close to Georgia Gibbs’
style. These singles were sold at 39 or 49 cents apiece instead of the regular 89 cents price.
The next session in 1956 brought a stack of covers with The Jimmy Carroll Orchestra including “The
Fool” (Sandford Clark), “Born To Be With You” (The Chordettes), “After The Lights Go Down Low”
(Al Hibbler), “Just Walking In The Rain” (The Prisonaires) and “I Can’t Love You Enough” (LaVern
Baker). These songs received accurate treatment, being well sung and had the drop of jazzy feeling
needed to reach the pop market. These songs were issued on Bell 4 (also on Gala EP 1014), 7 and
12.
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The following year still with the Jimmy Carroll Orchestra, Edna recorded “Confidential” (Sonny
Knight), “Freight Train”, “Start Movin’ (In My Direction)”, “Mr. Lee” and “And That Reminds Me”.
“Confidential” is a very nice bluesy ballad issued on Bell 20 while “Start Movin’ (In My Direction)”
was borrowed from Sal Mineo who had cut that song for Epic. It’s a very nice movin’ song and here
Edna does full justice to it. “Freight Train” (Nancy Whiskey, Chas McDevitt, Rusty Draper) don’t fit
in my opinion, “Mr Lee” borrowed from The Bobettes is a far better work that rocks right while “And
That Reminds Me” is a pure pop rhythm song. The very same year, backed by Ray Ellis, Edna cut
two sides issued on Brunswick 55023. “I Hurt Too Much To Cry”’ is a very strong ballad while “I Get
The Feeling” is a slow song. That single might have had some crossover action but it didn’t happen.
1958 started with the cover of Laurie London’s “He’s Got The Whole World (In His Hands)” issued
on Bell 78 and a strong rendition of Huey Piano Smith’s “Don’t You Just Know It”. Two nice sides
to enjoy. Edna’s next record was issued on Felsted 8519 with “Oh Joe! (Rock Me)” that cooks with
sharp guitar and sax coupled with “How Long It Will Take”, a very nice ballad almost sung a capella.
April 9, 1958, Edna was back in the studio with Buddy Lucas for two sides issued on Savoy 1543.
“No Change” is a great side in Mickey and Sylvia’s style and “Ah-Ah-Ah” really cooks. That single is
a pretty nice rockin’ one that it’s worth finding its way in your records library.
Edna wasn’t quite done yet at Bell, recording three songs for the label in 1959. These Richards
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II songs issued on a Bell LP that would do better to be forgotten
by all you rockers. Broadway music impossible to stand that closes the CD.
In 1961, Edna recorded for Willow records owned by Mickey and Sylvia before having a release on
Capitol. It’s rumoured that Edna McGriff died before the 60’s came to a close leaving behind her
these recordings featuring the top New York jazz and Rhythm and Blues sessions musicians. She
could sing skiffle, show tunes, pop songs, Rhythm and Blues and Rock and Roll. That’s what you
get here with a great booklet by Bill Dahl and plenty of beautiful record sleeve shots. Typical stuff
for the American middle class wanting to enjoy hits of the time without any care about the original
performers or record labels. Let’s hope once they “Start Movin’” they may jump on the original
versions and learn about Johnny Ace, The Bobettes, Sanford Clark or The Prisonaires.

Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Lee Dresser made his UK debut at Hemsby 49 (as reviewed by John Howard in this issue)
and Lee Wilkinson asked him a few questions for TFTW

You formed the Krazy Kats in 1957. How have you managed to remain such a deep
secret from the vast majority of UK Rock’n’Roll fans for over half-a-century?
For some reason, our records never seemed to find the light of day… how the UK
discovered us, I’ll never know, but I’m glad you did!
How often do you play in the US – in which areas and at what kind of venues?
The Krazy Kats perform as much as we can, since this is a full-time occupation for
us… it ends up being about 100 to 120 dates a year, mostly in the Midwestern part
of the US.

How did your recent Hemsby appearance come about?
Apparently, some DJ’s began to play my 1969 song ‘El Camino Real’ at clubs and
festivals, and it just caught on with the dancers… THANKS, DANCERS!
Were the other two Krazy Kats - drummer Fred Fletcher and piano player Willie
Craig - invited to appear with you?
Yes, but Fred wasn’t able to make it, and I didn’t want to bring Willie without him…
we’re working on getting the whole group to the UK in the future.
Did you travel alone, and what were your feelings when you left your home to fly to
Europe for the first time to appear at an authentic Rock’n’Roll weekender, backed
by musicians who I assume you had never met?
I was thrilled when Hemsby asked me to come over and perform as a single, since
the Kats couldn’t make it, and I was equally thrilled when my doctors gave me
permission to travel. They have been treating me for leukaemia since May 2010,
and I wasn’t sure they would let me make the trip, but they did. Since my immune
system isn’t 100%, I was a good boy and wore a surgical mask on all the flights and
used a LOT of hand sanitizer… nothing was going to keep me from Hemsby! As far as the
musicians go, I wasn’t worried at all, because I was in touch with bandleader Mark Sprex via
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email, and the band had rehearsed the taped show I sent them. Great players and great
guys!
Would you give us some of your impressions of the whole Hemsby experience, and
have you an amusing tale about your time over here to share with us?
Believe me, I am not used to being treated like a ‘Star’ in the states, but the Hemsby
people were wonderful, and SO POLITE! “Mr. Dresser, do you mind terribly if we
ask for an autograph and a photo?” TOO COOL!
I really liked the fact that you played mainly original material, and I know that British
band Some Like It Hot feature El Camino Real in their act. Have any of your songs
been recorded by others?
I have had many songs recorded by many artists over the years, everyone from Pat
Boone to the Osmonds, but NO HITS! Most of the songs are in overseas
compilations… my royalties aren’t much, but the overseas cheques are bigger than
the domestic cheques!
Who were your early musical influences, and who have been your favourite artists
over the years?
I saw Elvis on television in late 1956, and ordered a guitar the next day… I had to
do what he was doing! All the early artists influenced me, especially Jerry Lee, Little
Richard, Buddy Holly, and Fats Domino. I can even remember hearing fellow
Missourian Narvel Felts’ records on the radio, so it was a thrill to share the Hemsby
bill with him.
Besides making music I understand that you have written a book. Would you tell us
a little bit about that?
Why don’t I send you a copy and then YOU can tell everyone a little bit about it…
okay?
After a successful UK debut hopefully you’ll consider returning. What are your future
plans?
I would LOVE to return to the UK, the sooner, the better. As for my future plans, I
will be performing at the Rockin’ Race Festival in Malaga, Spain, the first week of
February, and then the entire band will be appearing at Viva Las Vegas on March
31, 2013. I understand that Hemsby is the biggest festival of all, and now I can
understand why… hats off to Willie and Varick Jeffery and the entire staff for making my stay
a total delight! And thank YOU for printing these ‘Tales from the Woods’!
I wanted to include a ‘shout out’ to my friends Mike and Liz Callow from Dereham. Mike had
discovered El Camino Real way back in 1969 when he bought the album and after emailing
each other for the past twelve years, we finally got to meet at Hemsby. They are my dear
UK friends who showed me around the area… Mike even bought me a beer… GREAT FUN!
TFTW would like to thank Lee Dresser for taking the time to answer these questions
and also Shaky Lee for asking them
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.

Farewell to Mickey and Speedo
It's that time of year when music greats start to die in ever increasing numbers and this week has
seen two of the greats pass away - Mickey 'Guitar' Baker and Earl 'Speedo' Carroll.
Mickey 'Guitar' Baker, who was 87, was born in Louisville and became a
jazz trumpeter before changing to the guitar when he discovered how
lucrative guitar work could be. He was a session player with Savoy, King and
Atlantic, backing artists such as the Drifters, Ray Charles, Ivory Joe Hunter
and Ruth Brown, before forming a harmony duo with Sylvia Robinson and
enjoying a smash hit with Love Is Strange in 1956. After a few more records,
including Sweeter As The Days Go By (see Youtube link), he moved to
France where he lived until his death. Mickey was one of the most influential
blues guitarists of the 50s and was number 53 in Rolling Stone's Greatest
Guitarists Of All Time list.
Earl 'Speedo' Carroll was 75 and
was the lead singer of New York doowop group the
Cadillacs (pictured). He will always be remembered for his
great line in the Cadillacs song Speedoo 'They often call me
Speedoo but my real name is Mr Earl', along with other
Cadillacs hits such as Gloria and Peek-a-boo. After the
Cadillacs split, Earl joined the Coasters in the early 1960s
before reforming the Cadillacs in the 90s. They performed
memorably at the Blues Estafette in Utrecht in 1997.
Definitely one of the doowop greats.
A final word too for Larry Hagman, who kept the nation glued to their TVs for his portrayal of J R
Ewing in Dallas back in the 80s.
Also to Bernard Lansky, owner of the famous tailoring shop in Memphis, which supplied clothes to
a young Elvis, Johnny Cash and B B King among others. I visited the Lansky store in the Peabody
Hotel in Memphis last year and treated myself to one of their shirts.
Si Cranstoun at the Half Moon
Saturday, November 17, 2012
Having heard some good things about Si Cranstoun I
checked him out last night at the Half Moon, Putney.
He's been compared to Jackie Wilson and, although no
one really can compete with Jackie in terms of
excitement, I can see where the comparison came from.
Si's got a strong voice and a dynamic stage act and his
version of Reet Petite was excellent.
There were moments when I though Si and his very
good five piece band were just a bit middle of the road a sort of high class cruise ship act - but they kept the
beat swinging and the jivers in the audience jiving.
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Beginning with 50s Pin Up Girl, from his Alternative Floor Fillers album, he sang quite a few songs
from his latest album Dancehalls and Supperclubs, including Coupe De Ville, Run Free, Tweet On
Twitter, Bella Principessa, the reggae flavoured Rise and Shine, Moon and Stars and the cheesy
Hawaiian styled Ella Hula Hula, with Si wearing a brightly coloured lei around his neck. Along the
way he did a couple of Nappy Brown numbers, including Little By Little, some other catchy numbers,
such as Throwback, Don't Be Angry and Lonesome Heart Bandit, before finishing with his best
known number, the excellent Jackie Wilson styled Dynamo. This was undemanding (on the
audience) retro rock and roll lite, but overall it was a laid back and enjoyable show and I'm sure I will
catch him again some time.
The Stones at 50
Monday, November 26, 2012
It's good to see Mick Jagger and the Stones
still strutting their stuff after 50 years. It gives
hope to other oldies like me. I wasn't at the
O2 concert last night (ticket prices too high)
but by all accounts the old boys did well. A
shame, though, that they couldn't perform
Satisfaction because of a 11pm curfew.
That's the second time this year that big
name acts have had their time cut short by a
curfew - Paul McCartney and Bruce
Springsteen lost their sound when they
played in Hyde Park in the summer. It's all
rather embarrassing: surely the powers that
be can afford some latitude when thousands
of people have paid good money to see these acts. Anyone would think we're still living in the fifties.
As for the Stones, I must admit that when they began 50 years ago and started to cover blues and
soul numbers that I knew and loved I was not impressed. Give me the originals every time. But in
their defence the guys truly loved the music and brought these originals to a wider audience. And
they made some pretty decent records during their first 15 years or so. They are still going strong,
which is good to see. Long may they last.
(Nick also has an article on collectible EPs and I thought I’d share the first of these with you - H)
King Size Taylor & the Dominos - Teenbeat 2.
Released in 1964 on Decca DFE 8569. Mint value £130.
This is the EP that prompted me to feature EPs this time, as I
picked this copy up for a mere 30p in a charity shop this week.
Recorded live at the Star Club in Hamburg (where Liverpool-born
Ted Taylor made his name and still lives) the tracks are all rock
and roll classics: All Around The World, Slippin' And Slidin', You
Can't Sit Down and Hello Josephine. The recordings were
licensed from the German Ariola label and are different from a
similar EP released over there. None of these tracks are
available on Youtube so here's Stupidity by King Size.
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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The Quarrymen Skiffle Group were formed in 1956 at Quarry Bank High School, Liverpool. The
regular members from Quarry Bank were: Pete Shotton washboard, Eric Griffith guitar, Rod Davis
banjo, plus Len Garry tea chest bass from Liverpool Institute, and Colin Hanton, who was an
apprentice upholsterer, on drums. This was a typical line up of thousands of skiffle groups in the mid
1950s playing in England and across the borders.
On the night the group played The Castle pub, Len,
Colin and Rod represented the original Quarrymen,
plus John Dunne-Lowe on piano and Frank Cairns
on guitar bass. Woodette Marilyn Hill had done a
sterling job distributing flyers, so by the time the
group had started “Mean Woman Blues”, the room
had filled up quite nicely. “Lonnie started it all” was
the cue for “Rock Island Line” then “That’s Alright
Mama” and “Don’t Be Cruel”.
Each member came forward to chat about their
introduction to the Quarrymen and, after displaying
a historic acetate of their “That’ll Be The Day/In
Spite Of All The Danger” and then playing it, the
group performed both sides on stage.
July 6th 1957 was famously the date when the Quarrymen
Skiffle Group played the St. Peter’s Church Rose Queen
Garden Fete in Woolton, and their photo of the group playing
on that lorry is well known. Rod remembered another original
group member, John Lennon, singing “Come Go With Me” on
that famous lorry, and making up the words. Rod mentioned
that the group members had little money to buy records and
it was a case of listening to Radio Luxembourg with pen and
paper hoping to pick up the lyrics. The Quarrymen then sung
the Del-Vikings classic which included most of the original
lyrics.
At the time of the Garden Fete, a certain Chas McDevitt was appearing a few thousand miles away
on the Ed Sullivan show performing “Freight Train”, but tonight he was sharing a hi-jacked Danny
Rivers reserved table at The Castle. Eventually Chas was invited up on stage to sing his and
Nancy’s hit, plus “Cotton Fields” and “Putting On The Style”. By the way, Chas’s book “Skiffle The
Definitive Inside Story” is being updated and re-published and will include
a CD.

Casper on the saw

Members of the audience were then invited on stage to play the
washboard and tea chest bass, and skiffle versions of “Down By The
Riverside”, “Lost John” and “When the Evening Sun Goes Down” in my
opinion outperformed the rockers, which included a rather out of tune
“Memphis Tennessee”, plus “Baby Let’s Play House” and “You’re Right
She’s Left I’m Gone”. However somewhere in the Elvis rockabillies,
Casper, an American, took to the stage clutching a hand saw, a violin bow
and an old fruit jar. Perched on a chair with the saw handle clenched
between his knees and bending the blade back, Casper drew the bow
across the saw and produced some amazing “whines”.
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Perhaps the saw was the forerunner to the steel guitar which I have
heard on early hillbilly records, but this was something else.
Imagine the stuttering hiccupy vocal on “Baby Let’s Play House”
with a hand saw moaning in the background, it brought a new depth
to the rockabilly sound.

Casper and his jug

Then with “Your Right I’m Left She’s Gone” Casper lifted up the
huge jar and blew some bass notes across the rim, a surefire
alternative if you can’t get the dog kennel bass in the bus, and
made me wonder if Gus Cannon ever laid down any material at
Sun. Casper deservedly received terrific applause and was brought
back for an encore. “Have I Told You Lately That I Love You” and “Blue
Suede Shoes” brought the show to a close.
Normally a rock and roll audience can be identified by its fashion, e.g.
the draped Teds, box jacketed rockabillies and the suspenders of the
male Swing fans etc., but apart from a couple of rock and roll leather
jackets this audience had no defining indicator. But whoever they were,
everyone certainly appeared to enjoy themselves. The Quarrymen are
one of the more interesting groups on the skiffle chitlin circuit; check out
their 2010 Original Quarrymen Get Back – Together CD Scorpion SDCD
1007.

Ken Major (words and most pictures)

Letters to the Editor
Keith
Thanks for the magazine which had some interesting items but
one really frustrated me so much I felt bound to reply as follows...
I am sure that David Parker is well intended but why is he
wasting time taking any notice of the American Blues
Federation awards when it is clear they have not got a clue
about the 'Real Blues' (David’s terminology) that exists in cities
all over the US? They can apparently see no further than long
dead stars or white imitators promoted by vested interests.
David you will find something far more interesting and creative
in whole range of contemporary and soul blues styles by artists
such as...
Chainsaw Dupont, Billy Ray Charles, Daddy Mac, Big James
Montgomery, Larry Garner, Shirley Brown, Quintus
McCormick, Alabama Mike, Little Freddie King, Filmore Slim,
Mr Sam, Craig Horton, Vasti Jackson, Magic Slim and the Tear
Drops, Charles Wilson, Eddie C Campbell, Latimore, Marquise
Knox, Luther Lackey, Lurrie Bell etc etc .
These are just some names that come to mind in five minutes
and there are countless more working artists out there who
regularly get ignored by blinkered organisations like the
American Blues Federation who just will not look further than
the fancy promos that come across their desk.
Dave Williams
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 1, 2012
Those shows were booked by Red Smith, from Sylvarena (Ms), a well know band leader, song
writer, radio engineer and country DJ on WBOK (505 Baronne Street - New Orleans) from 1952 to
1956. Red Smith had a record on Meladee 102 “Country Boy’s Love” and another one, still in 1954,
on Coral 61312 “You Upset Me Baby”/”Whoa Boy”. “You Upset Me Baby” was a cover of a BB King
song and “Whoa Boy” was a reworking of the Luke McDaniel classic song on Trumpet. Red Smith’s
band members, Larry Tauzian (ld gtr), Harold Cavalleror (stl gtr), Irvin Tuttle (bs), backed Bill Cason,
another New Orleans artist, on four sides cut for “Coral” in May 1954. Red Smith was also the first
to bring legendary rockabilly cat Joe Clay to Nashville.
For that show both acts were paid $150 each for two performances. In 1955, Red Smith had an
“Elvis Presley Show” for 15 minutes every Saturday morning where he pushed Elvis strongly. Elvis
was very loyal to Red Smith and anytime he was in town he gave Red an interview. Around that
time, New Orleans night club owner Lois Brown operating the Cadillac Club passed an offer for Elvis
at $150 a night. Around that time, some shows were paid as much as $250. To make sense you had
to know a brand new 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air Convertible was available for $2,206.
On February 5th, at the Hayride, Elvis sang “That’s All Right”, “Blue Moon of Kentucky”, “Money
Honey” and maybe “Uncle Penn”, from Bill Monroe’s repertoire. The next day, while back in
Memphis, where they played two shows at the Municipal Auditorium North Hall with Faron Young,
Martha Carson, Ferlin Huskey, George McCornick, Texas Bill Strength and The Wilburn Brothers
(members of Faron’s band). He met Colonel Parker, Tom Diskin and Oscar Davis to talk about a
forthcoming tour with Hank Snow booked from 14 to18 February 1955 by “Jamboree Attractions”, a
joint-venture between Hank Snow and Col Parker. Hank Snow himself was not consulted for that
tour, it was strictly Parker’s business. That crew had already met Sam Phillips and explained that
there were signs that RCA may have an interest on the Be-Bop Western Star of the Louisiana
Hayride contract. The whole thing didn’t work all that well due to the Colonel’s ways. On his own
side, Bob Neal was excited and optimistic about all the connections Tom Parker was helping them
to make.
That Hank Snow tour started on February 14 with a show at Roswell (NM) and travelled through
Tennessee, Mississippi, Texas, New Mexico and Louisiana with Faron Young, Martha Carson,
Hank Snow, Charline Arthur, The Duke of Paducah and Jimmie Rodgers Snow. On February 18,
1955, Elvis may have played at the West Monroe High School, Louisiana, but nothing was left to
prove it except a short promotional item in a local newspaper. Next day was his regular Louisiana
Hayride spot before moving onto another tour in Arkansas, set by Tom Parker/Hank Snow’s
“Jamboree Attractions”, with Mother Maybelle and The Carter Sisters, Jimmie Rodgers Snow and
The Duke of Paducah. Those two performances in Little Rock brought in 1,700 customers but that
tour left Jamboree Attractions losing money. The last date for that short tour was played at the South
Side Elementary School in Bastrop, Louisiana, on February 24. The tour also left Hank Snow angry
and upset about the boy but he knew that Elvis had a future in the business and there was money
to do with that act.
On March 5, 1955, Elvis appeared on the portion of the Louisiana Hayride that was televised for the
Shreveport area. Coming just after Tibby Edwards who sang “Come On, Chere”, Elvis sang
“Tweedle Dee”, “Little Mama”, “Money Honey” and “Shake, Rattle and Roll”. A recording of “Little
Mama” is in private hands. Like many of the Louisiana Hayride performers, Elvis used to go to
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Harry’s Bar-B-Que in Bossier City after the performance. One of my friends remembers Elvis’ folks
being there at least once in 1955 ‘cause Gladys borrowed her lipstick. She remembers Gladys as a
sweet and lovely woman. Elvis also liked to go for hamburgers at the “Amber Inn”. Sometime on
Sunday morning, he used to come to the KWKH studio to talk with Bob Sullivan. Often seeing the
young cat looking exhausted, Bob told Elvis to cool down and stop working so hard and so far from
his base but Elvis usually answered that he had to make money for the few months that crazy
musical life could last. “He told me ‘A year from now, nobody will know who Elvis Presley is,” Bob
Sullivan recalled. Dido Rowley, who played with his brothers and Johnny Horton, and was a
recording artist on “Fabor” by herself, remembers Elvis asking her: “You ever think I’ll get a screen
test? You really think so?” She answered: “Sure. You’ll be the biggest star ever”.
After the Hayride performance, they started a series of shows booked by Bob Neal for a week in
Texas, Arkansas and Missouri. Among the cast were also Betty Amos and Jimmy Work. The week
ended with a show at Jimmie Thompson’s arena in Alexandria (Louisiana), on Friday March 11,
before their regular performance at the Hayride.
A little known fact is the existence of a contract of personal employment between Elvis and Bill Black
& Scotty Moore entered on March 15, 1955 in Memphis, signed by all parties including Vernon
Presley, for a six month period. Scotty Moore is designated as road manager of this group and
should be paid 2% of the net (total earnings less expenses) for this service. After all business and
manager expenses were paid, Elvis should be paid 50% and Bill Black & Scotty will each receive
25%. From this amount each shall pay his food and personal expenses, including union fees. Scotty
and Bill had to pay 7 cents per mile to Elvis for transportation in a 1954 Fleetwood Cadillac bought
under the name of Robert N. Hobgood. The same day, Elvis signed an amended one year
agreement that would confirm Bob Neal’s 15% fee.
On 19 March 1955, Elvis “Presly” was in Houston’s Eagle Hall for a KPRC-TV and KNUZ radio show
at the City Auditorium. Elvis sang “Good Rockin’ Tonight”, “I Got A Woman”, “Baby Let’s Play
House”, “Blue Moon of Kentucky” and “That’s All Right” being on stage at 10:45. “Good Rockin’
Tonight” and “That’s All Right” with Elvis shouting “Oh Let’s Rock” were recorded but it was not a
Louisiana Hayride performance in any way.
Also on the show were Biff Collie and
Tommy Sands. Be aware, Elvis never
played the G. Rollie White Coliseum in
College Station (Texas) on March 19, 1955
even though a fake Louisiana Hayride
poster has been around for years and was
even offered for auction for more than
$35,000 in 2009 (not sold). Eagle Hall is
over 90 miles from G. Rollie White
Coliseum and in 1955 it was a two lane
road. If Elvis was the 4th person on stage
at G. Rollie there's no way he could have
gotten to Eagles Hall that fast. The poster
which showcases Lester Flatt and Earl
Scruggs, Little Jimmy Dickens, Archie
Campbell, Elvis, Wilma Burgess and
Debbie Day is definitely a fake even if in
print in Lee Cotton’s, Stanley Oberst’s or
Joseph Pirzada’s excellent and essential
books. In March 1955, Wilma Burgess was
15 years old. She didn't go into a recording
studio until 1960 and her first record was in
1962. No way was she on stage with Elvis.
Not to mention that she was a Grand Ole
Opry regular along with all the other artists,
except Elvis. Hugh Brown, Creative
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Director of Rhino Records for eleven years,
recently found proof that the poster was based
on a real concert that happened on March 19,
1966 with the same line-up except Nat Stuckey
whose name was traded for Elvis. A definitive
fake one using the later A&M appellation to add
to the long list of work done by thieves and
fakers for decades.
On January 1, 1955 Biff Collie had moved from
KNUZ to KPRC where he hosted a record show
every day, hosting the “Grand Prize Jamboree”
on Saturday nite and having a TV show on Saturday afternoon. Biff, who himself had records on
Specialty and Starday always gave strong support to Elvis. That performance was followed by dates
with Bud Deckelman and Onie Wheeler in Arkansas, Mississippi and Texas including his weekly
performance in Shreveport on March 26, 1955. Onie Wheeler, born on November 10, 1921 in
Missouri, was a recording artist for “Columbia” before recording for “Sun” in 1957 and touring with
Billy Riley, Jerry Lee Lewis and Johnny Cash for Bob Neal’s Stars Inc.
On April 2, 1955, Elvis was back in Houston City Auditorium for a remote broadcast of the Louisiana
Hayride with Slim Whitman, Johnny Horton and other regulars. Johnny Horton was among the
earliest observers to see something special in Elvis and introduced him to Claude King. Elvis sang
“That’s All Right”, “Little Mama”, “You’re A
Heartbreaker” and “Shake, Rattle and Roll”. It was
reported that 2000 people were turned away from
that performance. The very next day on his way
back to Tennessee, Elvis was arrested just outside
Shreveport, on Mansfield road, for speeding in his
new 1954 four door pink Fleetwood Cadillac (with
white top) and license 2 D 35218. It cost him a
$25.00 fine and a couple of hours. That’s the car
bought in early March 1955, after Bill Black drove
the Lincoln Continental under a hay truck and the
band had to borrow the Brown’s new Pontiac family
car for several weeks. That Cadillac burnt out on
Highway 67, near Fulton, between Hope and
Texarkana on May 27, 1955 or June 5, 1955. We
don’t know anything about the June 5, 1955
supposed show in Hope but we know for sure
about Elvis playing Texarkana on May 27, 1955.
That day Elvis visited Jim Le Fan at KOSY before
leaving for Hope in the afternoon. He went there to
meet a girlfriend and probably to bring her to the
show ‘cause she was in the car when Ken Palmer
came to help on seeing the fire. We also know he
was late for the show and his sidemen were
already there in another car. The day the car burnt
Elvis lost his Revere 40 8mm movie camera
(priced then at $99.50) left in the glove box but the
amps and guitar were safe. Elvis and his girlfriend
were driven to Texarkana by Ken who probably
owned a Chevrolet. From the next day Elvis had to
use his folks’ Ford Crown Victoria that was
delivered to Dallas.

To be continued...
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Drunk driver Walter Beck was fined $430 for crashing his car into London Bridge. The crash
demolished 41 feet of railing and destroyed 31 balusters which are 2.5 foot tall cylinders that support
the bridge’s rail, and Beck will have to pay for the repairs estimated to be $50k. Currently replica
cylinders have yet to be sourced and a search is being made both sides of the Atlantic. The bridge
was originally re-assembled across the Colorado River in Lake Havasu, Arizona in 1971. Source:
Las Vegas Review-Journal 5.3.1992
2. The Xmas classic “Do You Hear What I Hear” was written in October 1962 by Gloria Shayne
Baker after observing children during a walk in New York. It was a song of the Cold War times. The
Harry Simeone Chorale recorded it and Bing Crosby made it an international hit. With husband Noel
they wrote Bobby Vinton’s “Rain Rain Go Away”, Jo Stafford’s “Sweet Sweet Little Darlin’, co-wrote
with Jerry Keller “Almost There” for Andy Williams. Gloria died 6.3.2008. Source: Claire Noland,
L.A. Times, 3.11.2008
3. A page discussing the merit of re-issue CDs. Under the headline “Signature Re-issues” it includes
“Johnny Burnette & The RnR Trio, the complete Coral RnR Trio Recordings The 1st release from
Universal’s new custom reissue label revisits the scorching mid ‘50s rockabilly of Memphis brothers
Johnny & Dorsey Burnette”. An opinion states that 90% of reissue CDs should have a DVD with
interviews on the making of the album. The first CD was introduced in 1983. Source: Randy Lewis,
Las Vegas Review Journal, 1.6.2004
4. Little Richard said at Ike Turner’s funeral that he took the introduction of Rocket 88 and made
Good Golly Miss Molly. The 8 piece Kings Of Rhythm played renditions of some of Ike’s greatest
hits during the 3 hours memorial service which brought the crowd of hundreds to its feet. Phil
Spector who was with his wife Rachelle said that Ike was demonized and vilified by Tina, and called
the 1993 film What’s Love Got To Do With It “a piece of trash movie” Source: Sandy Cohen, Las
Vegas Review-Journal, 22.12.2007
5. Sam Butera, 76, has retired. Invited by Louis Prima and Keely Smith to Las Vegas during
Christmas ‘54 a week after they started at the Sahara. The New Orleans native spent 23 years with
Prima before going out on his own. He wrote “Night Train”, “Next Time” “Green Back Dollar Bill” but
many will remember him for the classics “For That Old Black Magic” and “Just A Gigolo”. His last gig
was a recent awards show at the Palladium in Los Angeles. Source: Las Vegas Review Journal,
14.3.2004
6. Born 24.11.39 Carl Bunch took up drums as a teenager to help recover from leg surgery, and
aged 19 joined the Winter Dance Party Tour. The tour bus broke down 1.2.59 in a Wisconsin snow
storm, and he ended up with frostbitten feet. Bunch rejoined the tour in its final days and then joined
the army. Later played with Orbison and Hank Williams Jnr. In 2000 Bunch played drums in a
re-creation of the tour and signed autographs as “the Frostbitten Cricket” Died 26.3.11. Source: L.A.
Times 2.4.2011
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7. Guitar like instruments were brought to Spain from Persia more than 900 years ago and
became very popular by the end of the 1500s. Early guitars had 4 pairs of strings but by the late
1700s most guitars had 6 individual strings. The Fender Stratocaster was first produced in the
1950s 3 years after the Broadcaster, the first commercial electric guitar with a solid body.
Stringed instruments similar to the “yueqin, or moon guitar have been played in China for more
than 2000 years. Source: Orlando Sentinel 30.11 2003
8. Harley Allen won 2 Grammy awards for singing harmony with the Soggy Bottom Boys on “I
Am a Man of Constant Sorrow”, part of the “O Brother, Where Art Thou?” soundtrack album.
Allen 55, was the son of bluegrass singer Red Allen, and as a teenager performed in a bluegrass
band with his brothers Greg, Neal and Ronnie. Became a prolific song writer writing country
music hits for Alan Jackson, Ricky Scaggs, Blake Shelton, John Montgomery. Allen died of
cancer 30.4.11. Source: L. A. Times 2.4.2011
9. Gibson guitars were the first commercial guitars to feature a cutaway where the neck meets
the body. The cutaway made it easier for guitarists to play higher notes. Students in Jasonville
Ind. and Woodlands Texas, created their own versions of the world’s largest guitar. Each was a
replica of a Gibson Flying V and measured more than 136 feet in length. The following book is
recommended: “The Complete Guitarist” by Richard Chapman (Darling Kindersley Publishing).
Source: Orlando Sentinel 30.11.2003
10. In 1953 Jimmy Myers bought “Rock Around The Clock” from Max Freedman, put his name
on it and gave it to Bill Haley and The Saddlemen. The song became a crowd pleaser during a
residency in Wildwood, New Jersey. The band was signed to Essex who did not get on with
Myers and refused to record the song. In 1954 Haley signed with Decca where Milt Gabler saw
a white Louis Jordan in Haley. “Clock” was recorded as the “B” side to “13 Woman” Source:
David Hinckley, New York Daily News, 3.4.2005
11. 69 years old Jerry Lee Lewis divorced Kerrie Lynn McCarver Lewis and will have paid her
$440K within 5 years. Jerry also has to pay $10K child support for 4 years. J.W. Whitten, Jerry
Lee’s road manager said “Jerry’s a happy man; there were problems in the marriage from the
start. Kerry wanted to be a singer but didn’t have what it takes to be a success”. Jerry Lee lives
in Nesbit, Miss. on a sprawling 30 acre estate which includes a piano shaped swimming pool.
Source: Jim McCandlish, National Enquirer, 4.7.2005
12. Giving up digging gravel in 1998, Claude Johnson aged 72 lives in a grand house in Crystal
Springs, Miss. on 47 acres of property. Born out of wedlock to 17 years old Virgie Mae Smith,
he was raised by her father a preacher and sharecropper. Discouraged to appreciate music or
learn the guitar, Johnson is now a church deacon. In 1998 the courts awarded him with a 6 figure
fortune representing the estate of his father, the blues legend Robert Johnson who died in 1938,
Source: Ellen Barry, L.A. Times 2.6.2004
13. Elmer Wavering, Paul Galvin and William Lear (Jet) as Galvin Manufacturing Corp., invented
the car radio in 1929 which could be played when the engine was running. The name was
changed to Motorola which dominated car radios particularly after 1933 when Ford offered
preinstalled radios. Wavering invented the alternator which made the electric ignition and air
conditioning possible, and Lear invented the 8 track cartridge tape system. Source: Richard
Harrington, The Washington Post, 5.7.2005

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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ELVIS by Albert Goldman Published by Penguin Books 1982
I was never a big fan of Elvis. Yes, those five Sun singles
were great and a lot of those RCA singles but I stopped
buying his records after 1958 and stopped watching his films
at about the same time.
He died ignominiously and ingloriously on the bathroom floor
of his mansion but he had gone down the pan years before.
He should have died in a car or plane crash like any selfrespecting Rock’n’Roller! This biography records his decline
over the years and no wonder it upset the fans: the truth
hurts! The book is also a biography of Tom Parker.
Why did Elvis let a greedy, ruthless, rapacious, ripoff
merchant, like Parker, mismanage his career? After 1956 he
didn’t need him - Elvis’s name alone would fill an arena. Do
the fans realize that he was still ripping him off after his
death? He bought his body from the mortician, chopped bits
off and sold them as “Elvis souvenirs” (little fingers $5,000
each, stomach $50,000 (crane provided) and dong (offers
over $5,000,000.)
Parker was even planning to sell his shit but unfortunately,
Elvis flushed the loo just before he dropped dead.
“When Bill Haley landed in England in 1956 (1957, actually, Bert) there were riots at the docks.”
Riots for a moon-faced, spit-curled clod like Bill Haley!” Why are you surprised, Bert? There were
riots for an even more moon-faced clod called Elvis - photos between pp. 496/7!
Why did Elvis’s “friends” never try to stop or control his gluttony? Or his pill-popping? Why do
“Elvis imitators” always dress like the flabby, 70s cabaret clown; never the lean and hungry Fifties
legend? Why do fools fall in love? We’ll never know… (“That’s all right, Mama” (“No, it isn’t, son.”
(Gladys’s ghost).

IMAGES OF ELVIS
- Published by Paragon 2007
A beautifully printed and produced photobook with a detailed chronology and an intelligent
commentary which proves beyond doubt that he was the most photogenic of all the Rock’n’Roll
stars (even when he degenerated into just a pop star). Worth it for the early shots.
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ELVIS – A MUSICAL INVENTORY 1939-1955
by Richard Bouissiron - Published by Music Mentor Books 2004
I have to admire the hard work and devotion the author has expended in compiling this book.
Studio sessions, live appearances, informal jams, amateur films and recordings and even a listing
of Elvis’s record collection (pre-1956), described as “by no means exhaustive”.
I am reminded of a review I read years ago (can’t remember by whom or about whom) which said:
“This book tells me more about ? than I want to know.”
Elvis fans will disagree.
ELVIS by Jerry Hopkins - Published by Abacus 1974
Out-of-date, of course, but a straightforward account of his life and career, before the revelations
of his pill-popping and cynical, costly manipulation by Tom Parker.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LITTLE RICHARD – THE AUTHORISED BIOGRAPHY
by Charles White - Published by Omnibus Press 2003
Illustrated. Recording Sessions/Discography/Filmography
An unexpurgated account of Little Richard’s career and off-stage antics
over the years. Was he gay/bisexual or just camp? His wife, Ernestine,
insists that they had “normal sexual relations”. (One word I would never
use about Richard is “normal”!)
Regarding the orgies he so gleefully describes, I always wonder: No
condoms? No unwanted pregnancies? No VD? Then there are the
(presumably true) stories about him, e.g. his great physical strength
(picking up a piano in his teeth) and hammering a piano so hard that he
broke the strings.
(I came across a reference to him in a most unexpected place – p.243 of
The Story of English by Robert McCrum. William Cran and Robert
MacNeil. A paragraph quotes the original (rude) lyrics to “Tutti Frutti”).

BLUE MONDAY – FATS DOMINO AND THE LOST DAWN OF ROCK’N’ROLL
by Rick Coleman - Published by Da Capo Press 2006
Illustrations/Notes/Bibliography/Index
As the author demonstrates, the “shy”, “harmless” Domino did more
to destroy segregation and the denigration of black talent in the 50s
than practically anyone. Deceptively simple, his powerful pianoplaying, stomping beat and unmistakeable vocals appealed to both
blacks and whites in the mid-Fifties.
It is no surprise to me that he has sold more records than anyone
except Elvis, without in any way demeaning himself and his music.
I met and talked with him in 1981 at the Hammersmith Odeon and
was lucky enough to photograph him as he sped back to his hotel.
He smiled and waved to me and I caught the moment perfectly.
This photo is framed and displayed on my bookcase.
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We say farewell to B B Cunningham Jr, bass guitarist and vocalist in
Jerry Lee Lewis's band since 1997, who was tragically shot dead in
the early hours of Sunday, October 14th in Memphis, Tennessee
while on duty as a security guard. He apparently went to the
assistance of another security guard during a shootout; after hearing
shots BB chased two gunmen into the Cherry Crest Apartments
nearby. The two gunmen, 16 year old Henry White and 22 year old
Dock Britt, had fired at the other security guard. After more gunshots,
BB's co-worker found the musician and White dead. At the time of
writing it is not clear who shot White. Dock Britt has been charged with
BB's murder.
B B Cunningham was also a member of Jerry Lee's sixth wife, Kerrie
McCarver Lewis's, church and was the brother of Bill Cunningham of
The Box Tops.
Blake Baker Cunningham Jr, aged 70, was once a touring member of Ronnie and the Daytonas,
who in 1966 changed their name to the Hombres. They had a number 12 hit the following year with
'Let It Out (Let It All Hang Out)'. BB then went to work as an audio engineer in the Sounds of
Memphis Studios. He moved to Los Angeles in 1971 to work as chief engineer with Independent
Recorders, Elton John, Billy Joel and Lou Rawls being some of the performers he worked with there.
A few years later BB returned to Memphis and opened his own recording studio.
In 2003 B B Cunningham Jr released 'Hangin' In', a solo album. As well as being in Jerry Lee's band,
BB performed with his own band in Beale Street clubs, and with The Cadillac Band, a Swedish
group. He toured with them in Sweden in July this year, and last performed at the International
Rockabilly Hall of Fame Festival.
I saw B. B. Cunningham backing Jerry Lee many times,
and he was a great musician and vocalist. During the
warm-up he did great renditions of various songs.
Whilst visiting the southern states way back in 2002,
long-time TFTW subscriber Kristof Fabry and I also
saw him performing in a bar in Beale Street with his
own band.

BB performing with Jerry Lee

According to all reports B B Cunningham was a gentle
man who wouldn't hurt a fly. Everyone is shocked.
Kerrie says 'If our precious B B Cunningham can be
taken from us in such violence, then none of us are safe anymore, period! While we were all
sleeping the night away, this gentle soul was out there protecting others and paying for it with his
life.'
Judith, Jerry Lee's current (seventh) wife asks people to pray 'especially for BB's wife of 3 years.'
Barbara Cunningham. This is signed by Jerry and Judith Lewis. Later, on the JLL Forum, it said that
'Jerry Lee says pray they find who killed BB and the teen... so that justice will be done... if not here
on Earth... it will be on judgement day. Jerry Lee Lewis... God Bless all.'
Phoebe Lewis Loftin (Jerry Lee Lewis's daughter): 'I am so mad!!!!!!! I am just so damn mad that
some lousy, useless thug has taken our BB away from us'. Zeke Loftin: 'We will miss you B B
Cunningham. Phoebe and I are in shock. Very sad news.'
It is tragic that BB's life ended in this sad way, but typical of the man that he died doing his duty and
trying to help others. Jerry Lee's current backing band won't be the same without him.
Tony Papard
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Happy December at holiday time from New Orleans! Music joy is included in nearly every special
event in Louisiana during this celebration season at locations such as the Noel Acadien au Village
in Lafayette, the Christmas Wonderland in the Pines in Jonesboro, the Festival of Lights in
Natchitoches, a Christmas Boat Parade in LaRose, the Christmas-in-Roseland in Shreveport,
Christmas in the Country at St. Francisville, Madewood Christmas Heritage in Napoleonville, and
St. Lucy Festival of Lights in St. Martinville, to list just a few. Baton Rouge hosts music in their Rural
Life Christmas, a Christmas Parade, and a Creole Christmas Bonfire at Magnolia Mound Plantation,
plus more. New Orleans offers the Celebration of the Oaks, caroling in Jackson Square and caroling
in Washington Square which are both in the French Quarter, and who would want to miss the
Running of Santas in New Orleans' central business district in the American Sector to raise funds
for military families, a day-long festival including music!
"Christmas Bonfires in South Louisiana" is a tradition set forth by those of French Acadian decent
and Germans that follows in the footsteps of being popularized long ago in the British Isles, France,
parts of Europe, and Germany, and is enjoyed along a small area of about thirty miles, upriver from
New Orleans before reaching Baton Rouge. The history behind its origins are complex but the
bottom line is that bonfires can be seen burning brightly along the levees on both sides of the
Mississippi River in St. John the Baptist parish, St. James parish and Ascension parish after dark
on Christmas Eve. Word is that possibly there are as many as "20 bonfires per each mile of levee
to light the way for Papa Noel." Folks can catch bonfires at various locations along the Levees, as
well as at Oak Alley Plantation and at Laura Plantation both in Vacherie, and on Christmas Eve in
Lutcher.
December 2012 marks the end of the Bicentennial of Louisiana's Statehood celebrations, with
events that have been ongoing all year 'round, which of course have been featuring music of every
Louisiana genre imaginable in unique settings including at the Old U.S. Mint, the Louisiana State
Museum and the downtown New Orleans Theatres at Canal Place for the 7th Annual Katrina
Artistically Revisited special commemorative multi-media event on November 30th, all as part of this
historical Bicentennial. Meanwhile, on November 30th, the Dukes of Dixieland, a traditional New
Orleans jazz group, recorded a live performance for the PBS film "Celebrating Satchmo" which will
air sometime in 2013. On December 1st, without their music schedule even being released yet,
early-bird tickets went on sale for the 2013 New Orleans Jazz Fest at $45 plus service changes, with
tickets at the gate in the spring set at $65/day. Until December 3, tickets for $20 are up for grabs for
the Offbeat awards show in early 2013 with a lifetime tribute headed up musically by musician Ernie
Vincent to honor several well-deserving music heroes including Clarence Frogman Henry, Frankie
Ford, Jean Knight, Robert Parker, and the Dixie Cups.
December shines around the City That Care Forgot with musical acts like the Jumbo Shrimp Band,
Rocky's Fox Trot Orchestra Christmas Show and the Mixed Nuts Christmas Show, the Crescent City
Soul Band, The Topcats, Geno Delafose and the French Rocking Boogie, the Palmetto Bug
Stompers, the Treme Brass Band, Topsy Chaplain and Solid Harmony, Delfeayo Marsalis,
Charmaine Neville, Armand St. Martin's Maison C'est Bon Jazz Trio, Walter Wolfman and the
Roadmasters, John Boutee, Tab Benoit, Lena Prima, Jimmy Maxwell, the Radiators, Chuck
Brackman and Barry Foulon, Bruce Daigrepont's Cajun Fais Do Do, the Rebirth Brass Band, and
New Orleans oldest living performing musician: over-one-hundred-year-old Lionel Ferbos (with the
Palm Court Jazz Allstars), to mention some standouts among many others.
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To diverge a moment from holiday music, the following is a slice of music recording life by Armand
St. Martin of this column who shares interesting tidbits about musical equipment he has enjoyed in
the studio:
The rise and fall and rise again of analog recording moves forward in time. All recording before
digital was analog. Whether wax cylinders, acetate masters, tape recording, or direct-to-disk, the
audio field has always sought to achieve perfection in the clarity of signal. The 1970s saw a boom
in construction and design of improved audio circuitry. Even if engineers were anticipating digital
recording, the reality was to build the best and purest sounding analog systems.
The large scale analog equipment pictured here as the main system and heart of our boutique Patty
Lee Records studio (which we called Bayou Bohemia), was the state of the art in 1969, and was
typical of the mainstay systems in most major studios in America through the 1970s.
The various components of the recording signal path are all windows allowing the sound through to
the recorder and back out again. Each of these windows should be wide open and clear, starting
with the microphones or direct inputs, through the preamps and the mixer into the electronic circuits
of the recorder, the heads on the machine, the tape size and speed, and its replay back out again
to the final mix.
These components were constructed at the peak of "discrete" audio design. After this generation of
equipment the internal electronic workings started to be more and more miniaturized. When you
open up these units you see every transistor, capacitor, resistor and connector physically.

SPECTRA SONICS 1020-16 MATED
TO THE AMPEX MM1000 16 TRACK
2 INCH TAPE RECORDER; OWNED
BY PATTY LEE RECORDS SINCE
1991 in HOLLYWOOD, CA.

THE AMPEX MM1000
16 TRACK 2" TAPE
RECORDER WE
CALL
"OUR HUTCH"

SPECTRA SONICS
POWER SUPPLY
THAT HAS TO BE
ISOLATED UNDER
THE HOUSE

The mixer is a Spectra Sonics 1020-16x2x1. The spec sheets we have show the technical details.
This mixing console has a wide open sound. A musician-friend feels strongly, after research, that
our mixer was the main mixer at Larrabee Sound in Hollywood in the '70s.
Mated with the mixer is the giant Ampex MM-1000 16 track 2" tape recorder, which I operate at its
highest speed, 30 IPS. Spinning a ten inch reel of 2" wide tape at 30 inches per second will give
about 15 minutes of recording time, or enough for 3 songs with a little leeway. On this machine
(originally at CBS Records in Hollywood), which was the first model production machine to do 16
tracks, there is a separate set of electronics for each channel, giving it the distinct look of "8 over
and 8 under". The transport surface, with the motors, capstan motor, the heads and tape guides, is
a solid piece of steel fully a half inch thick. The electronics inside are on the same level of durability
as military electronics of the same era.
The patch bay which interrupts the signal between the 2 major components is of the same vintage,
with tip-ring-sleeve connectors and cables with 1/4 inch "phone" plugs, called this because they
were the type of things used by old-time phone operators.
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Through this system I mix the audio down to a stereo signal and onto an 2 track Otari MX 5050 B
mark II 1/4 inch 1/2 track machine running at 15 IPS. This brings out the smooth creaminess of
mysteriously, just better, sweeter sound. (1/2 track means that the whole width of the 1/4 inch tape
is used in one direction).

SMALL SECTION
OF THE SPECTRA
SONICS "UP CLOSE
AND PERSONAL!"

SPECTRA SONICS
MANUAL PUT
TOGETHER AT CBS
RECORDS IN 1972

SPECTRA SONICS SPEC SHEETS,
SHOWING ORIGINAL PRICE JUST FOR
THE MIXER WAS $45,000 IN 1972

All from the golden era of analog.
These large unwieldy machines seemed to be becoming obsolete in the late '80s and early '90s.
Smaller devices were created, and digital recording came in. As the world was shifting formats it
was as if analog was going to be left behind. However, we are thrilled that a new generation of young
adult musicians have found the warmth in the "retro" analog equipment that we found, as well as
aging musicians and recording engineers who seem now to be longing for analog to return for good.
We acquired this equipment in 1991 for the cornerstone of Patty Lee Records and proceeded to do
all our recordings with them: Alligator Ball CD (except for the bonus tracks which were also recorded
analog but at Southcombe Studios in North Hollywood owned by Canadian Paul DeVilliers,
producer of YES and Mr. Mister), and Sizzlin' CD. Our 45 vinyl LP with analog cuts St. Expedite and
Must Be the Mardi Gras were from Alligator Ball. I have recorded other artist's projects through the
years, as well. I spent about two-three years on each album, adding overdubs and ideas to complete
the songs, since Patty and I had the luxury of owning this rare gear and were able to creatively
record any time we wanted. I engineered, recorded, and mixed all the music (except Patty recorded
my vocals on Alligator Ball).
Speaking of vintage equipment, check out
the equipment Patty manned as an FCCLicensed AM-Radio DJ in El Paso, Texas
in the mid-1960s to 1970.

Happy holidays! More in 2013!

Patty Lee as "Peppermint Patty", an AM-DJ, circa 1967,
when the U.S. AM-radio airwaves were 99.99% maledominated
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stay tuned...

The London Underground system has been constantly changing, with
many stations closed before the last War.
Since the map was published in 1960 there has only been one
completely new line built; the Victoria Line from Walthamstow to Brixton.
The Jubilee Line was merely an extension of the Stanmore branch of
the Bakerloo Line. Originally to be called the Fleet Line, it was renamed
Jubilee Line before it opened to commemorate the Queen’s 25th Jubilee in 1977. The original new
line ran from Baker Street to Charing Cross. The Baker Street to Stanmore section already existed
as part of the Bakerloo Line. Later the line was extended from Green Park to Stratford, and the
Green Park to Charing Cross section was closed.
The line which has undergone most changes is the Metropolitan Line. In 1960 it ran out as far as
Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire, and once went even further. It is rumored that the original concept
was for a Metropolitan railway linking Manchester, London and Paris via a Channel Tunnel, a
journey which would have taken forever with all the intermediate stations.
The line now finishes at Amersham in Buckinghamshire, with a branch to Chesham. The
Hammersmith branch became the Hammersmith and City Line, and the section from Edgware Road
to Hammersmith is now also used by Circle Line trains (which no longer keep traveling round in a
complete circle. To complete the circle both ways you now have to change at Edgware Road).
The East London section of the Metropolitan Line, always a shuttle, was first renamed the East
London Line, then handed over to London Overground.
Similarly, the old Metropolitan Line north of Amersham has been handed over to another rail network.
The Bakerloo Line, Harrow and Wealdstone branch, originally went to Watford Junction, then it was
curtailed at Queen’s Park, then re-opened as far as Harrow and Wealdstone. The section north of
Queen’s Park/Harrow and Wealdstone was handed over to another rail network.
The Central Line Epping to Ongar shuttle via Blake Hall has been closed, as has the Piccadilly Line
shuttle from Holborn to Aldwych.
The Moorgate – Finsbury Park section of the Northern Line (itself a shuttle) has been handed over
to another rail network.
The Piccadilly Line has been extended westwards
from Hounslow West to Heathrow terminals 1, 2, 3 and
later 4 and 5.
Only one line has been added to the London
Underground system from another rail network, and
that is the two station Waterloo and City (Bank) shuttle.
So many changes to the London Underground system
and map over the years. The trains have also changed
considerably. I remember closed compartments with
slam-shut doors on the Metropolitan Line after the
Second World War. The old Waterloo and City Line
The Organ for the Swedish
trains have been changed from British Rail to London
Rock'n'Roll Club
Underground stock.
The whole system, by the way, is not really the Tube.
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Strictly speaking ‘The Tube’ refers to the later deepBo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
level lines – Piccadilly, Central, Northern, Jubilee,
Olofsson, Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
Victoria, Bakerloo and, I guess, now the Waterloo and
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
City Line. The District, Circle, Metropolitan and
Sweden
Hammersmith and City Lines (plus the old East
London Line) are Underground lines, not Tube lines,
Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
built by the old ‘cut and cover’ method, and so are
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
much nearer the surface.
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com
Tony Papard
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Sorry for no
SOUL KITCHEN
this issue
Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.

Hope to be back next time....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Hi Gang.

As reported in these pages in prior issues we are indeed very pleased to say that the illness that has
prevented long time Woodie and authoritative writer of all things rockabilly Tony Wilkinson from
attending Rock’n’Roll weekenders and gigs generally is increasing in retreat sufficiently to bring
Tony out to his first Rock’n’Roll weekender in some while. I refer of course to the mid November
Rhythm Riot amongst the idyllic surrounds of Camber Sands. I am sure he enjoyed being amongst
so many old friends again as much as we enjoyed having him with us. Well done Tony, look forward
to having you back with us in January.
Robin and Collette’s annual event always attracts an eclectic mix of Woodies, this being no
exception as the capacity filled Green Owl restaurant will attest through all three evenings. A review
of this will appear in Issue 71 of our magazine.
Have you got friends and family out there who are lovers of real music and all things roots? Age,
gender, and sexual preferences totally irrelevant; can’t dance, won’t dance, don’t drive a motorbike,
or a pink Cadillac, ride a bike or bus they are all welcome here at Tales From The Woods. Don’t
have a huge record collection or don’t care about matrix numbers, just love roots music, maybe a
beer or two on a Friday night with like-minded folk or a visit to a castle in Sussex, a museum in
London, Pie and Mash, cockles and mussels down at ole Sarfend, like a knees up too.. then we are
the folks for you. So we welcome you aboard and, if you know others who may be interested, please
let us know. Or if you want us to send out a few subscription forms to hand out to your friends we’ll
do that too.
Issue 70 and we are still going from strength to strength and there is still a lot we want to do, still a
mountain of achievements that await us to climb. The more members we have, the easier the task
to realise our potential.
Before I go, take a look at/listen to this clip of Peter Wynne who some of you may
have seen at our Halstead show back in March this year. Peter will be appearing at
The Pocklington Arts Centre in York on February 26th 2013 at 8pm.
That is enough 'waffle from me. Before I hand over to Dave Carroll and his much
admired gig guide, I’d like to wish you a fantastic, peaceful Christmas along with a
joyous, healthy, prosperous and fun filled New Year. See you all in 2013. Thank you again for your
continued support.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2012
5
Wednesday Paul Lamb & The Kingsnakes
Blues harmonica virtuoso leads band relying on the vocals of Rod Demick.
Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ
11
Tuesday
Bettye Lavette
Expect songs from her critically acclaimed new album.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50
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£12 (+ fees)

14
Friday
Earl Green & The Right Time
The UK’s premier blues vocalist with horn section in tow.
Golden Lion, 116 Sydenham Road SE26 5JX
Collection
16
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Rhythm & blues at its best from home-grown master.
100 Club
£12 adv, £15 door
19/20 Wed/Thu
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Soul-warbling from Motown legend.
Jazz Cafe
£25
30
Sunday
Jackson Sloan
‘Oo-Bop-Sh’Bam’ it’s that man promoting his solo cd ‘Saturday Clothes’. And at this admission price, you
won’t need a Jackson’s loan to get in.
100 Club
£8
January 2013
11
Friday Martin Stephenson
Rock and Roll Jamboree man opens the new home of The Kalamazoo Klub.
Islington Metal Works, 7 Torrens Street EC1V 1NQ £15
26
Saturday
Steve Cropper & The Animals
MG legend backed by group of house-trained musicians.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £25 & £30 (+ fees)
27
Sunday
2i’s/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show No 7
A mouth-watering list that includes Cliff Bennett and Mike Berry among many others – see advert.
100 Club
Woodies £19 Advance £22 Door £25
29/30 Tue/Wed
Kelly Joe Phelps
His latest cd ‘Brother Sinner & The Whale’ is a collection of self-penned gospel songs. Expect some of
these and more.
The Slaughtered Lamb, 34-35 Great Sutton Street, London EC1V 0DX
£14
30
Wednesday Paul Jones and Dave Kelly
Senior statesmen of British blues bringing Socratic dialogue to the genre.
Half Moon
£15
February 2013
8
Friday
Little Feat
Roots rock band which was much-loved in its heyday between 1969 and 1979.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.50
14
Thursday
Jim Moray
Award-winning folk artist from Macclesfield with haunting voice.
Cecil Sharp House, 2 Regent’s Park Road NW1 7AY
£14
15
Friday
Betty Wright
Seven months after cleaning up the Jazz Cafe, Betty moves to a larger venue, no doubt with a bit more flash.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £27.50 & £32.50 (+ fees)
16
Saturday
John Prine
Americana legend and writer of ‘Sam Stone’, a song much-loved by Swamp Dogg.
Barbican
£25 - £32.50
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Other Places To Go...
DECEMBER/CHRISTMAS GANG MEET-UP. FRIDAY 28th DECEMBER
at the following venues.
Drinks from 17.45hrs at the Lyceum Tavern (upstairs bar) 354 The Strand WC2R 0HS
(Charing Cross/Covent Garden/Temple Tube)
At 19.40hrs we shall take a very short stroll to the Strand Carvery Restaurant,
Exeter Street, Covent Garden WC2R 0JJ. A table has been booked.
Our festive meet-ups are always great fun and a good way to lose your Christmas blues.
Crackers provided. Everybody welcome.

SNIFF THE VINYL... MORE HOT WAX THAN A CANDLE FACTORY AT

Rock’n’Roll Record & CD Fair
The International Students House, 229 Great Portland Street, London W1N 5HD
Directions: opposite Great Portland Street underground station
(Hammersmith & City and Circle lines), or 100 yards east of Regents
Park station (Bakerloo line), or 200yds west of Warren Street
station, (Northern and Victoria lines) or 500yds east of Baker
Street station (Metropolitan and Jubilee lines). Anybody who
doesn’t know London, please contact me (details below).
The Record Fair with thousands of original Rockabilly, R’n’R,
R&B, Doo-Wop, Blues, Gospel and Hillbilly 45s and 78s, (Soul
collectors note, there are often some gems amongst the R&B discs).
There are also LPs and a vast selection of CDs. This is the record
fair attended by the top dealers in rockin’ fifties vinyl and there is
a pub right across the street where anyone can brag about their
latest finds.
For info about the show with the rarest R’n’R vinyl telephone
Ian Saddler on 020-8427-4819 or email ian.saddler@tesco.net
REGULAR ADMISSION 10.00am = £3, “EARLY BIRD” (8.30) = £4
Next fair = Sunday 9th Dec
Dates for 2013 = 10th Feb, 7th Apr, 9th Jun, 8th Sep, 8th Dec.

Travel Broadens the Mind
I've been in many places, but I've never been in Cahoots. Apparently, you can't go alone. You have
to be in Cahoots with someone.
I've also never been in Cognito. I hear no one recognizes you there.
I have, however, been in Sane. They don't have an airport; you have to be driven there. I have made
several trips there, thanks to my friends, family and work.
I'd like to go to Conclusions, but you have to jump, and I'm not too much on physical activity anymore.
I've also been in Doubt. That's a sad place to go, and I try not to visit there too often.
I've been in Flexible, but only when it was very important to stand firm.
Sometimes I'm in Capable, and I go there more often as I'm getting older.
One of my favourite places to be is in Suspense! It really gets the adrenaline flowing and pumps up
the old heart! At my age I need all the stimuli I can get!
But one place I don’t ever want to be is in Continent!
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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